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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

METHOD DEVELOPMENT FOR DETECTING AND CHARACTERIZING
MANUFACTURED SILVER NANOPARTICLES IN SOIL PORE WATER USING
ASYMMETRICAL FLOW FIELD-FLOW FRACTIONATION
Recent advances in nanotechnology have led to the production of materials with
nanoscale dimensions (<100 nm) and properties distinctly different from their bulk (>100 nm)
counterparts. With increased use, it is inevitable that nanomaterials will accumulate in the
environment and there is concern that the novel properties of nanomaterials could result in
detrimental environmental and human health effects. In particular, there has been concern
recently regarding the use of silver (Ag) based nanomaterials as antimicrobial agents in consumer
and medical products. Current regulations dealing with the discharge of metals into the
environment are based on total concentrations with no consideration for the form (e.g., ionic,
nanoparticle, colloid) which can largely determine toxicity. Methods for the identification and
characterization of nanoparticulates within complex matrices are lacking and the development of
robust methods for this purpose are considered a high priority research area. This research
focuses on the development and application of a novel method for characterizing Ag
manufactured nanoparticles (MNPs) within terrestrial environments, in particular in soil pore
water, with applications relevant to other metal MNPs as well. The method was then applied to
understand the dynamics and behavior of Ag MNPs in soil and soil amended with sewage sludge
biosolids.
KEYWORDS: silver nanoparticle, manufactured nanoparticle, soil, asymmetrical flow field-flow
fractionation, pore water
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Literature Review
1.1 Introduction
The number of consumer products containing nanomaterials continues to increase despite
insufficient knowledge of the environmental risk 1. In order to avoid the historical detrimental
environmental effects inadvertently caused by the introduction of “new” materials, such as
dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), researchers are
taking preemptive measures to consider the impact of nanomaterials on environmental and human
health 2,3. One of the most widely used classes of nanomaterials are manufactured Ag
nanoparticles (Ag MNPs). Studies have shown that Ag in its ionic form is toxic to many aquatic
and terrestrial organisms 4,5. Recently, there has been considerable research on the fate, behavior,
and transformations of Ag MNPs after product end-use. Due to the known toxicity of Ag+ and
the widespread use of Ag MNPs, studies on Ag MNPs have been assigned a high priority for
investigation 6. Research suggests that a vast majority of Ag MNPs will enter terrestrial
ecosystems through the application of biosolids 7. The complexity of the soil matrix and limits to
analytical techniques create difficulties when investigating Ag MNPs and determining Ag
bioavailability in soil 8.
The available studies largely focus on aquatic environments and organisms 9; although
the number of terrestrial studies continues to increase. This chapter will provide a review of
literature concerning Ag MNP fate, transformations, and toxicity relevant to the terrestrial
environment, followed by a review of available methods for isolation and detection of MNPs.
Finally, the objectives of this thesis will be outlined as they apply to the challenges associated
with detecting and characterizing Ag MNPs in soil.
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1.2 Literature review
Silver nanoparticle production and environmental fate
Manufactured nanoparticles (MNPs) are being produced at an increasing rate and
entering the environment without much knowledge of potential negative environment effects.1,7
Silver MNPs have been widely commercialized due to their antimicrobial properties, and are
being used in products including cosmetics, fabrics, medical devices, and plastics. 10,11,12,13
During normal use, consumer products including paint, textiles, and toys have already been
observed to release up to 99% of the Ag MNPs contained within a product after simulated
weathering such as exposure to rain events, consecutive washes and prolonged exposure to
natural waters. 13,14,15 Silver MNPs are expected to be released to the environment via various
exposure pathways 9. One important pathway is through waste water treatment plants (WWTP);
sewage sludge is proposed to be a main reservoir of Ag MNPs. 11,16,17 Since a large proportion of
sewage sludge is recycled as biosolids and amended to agricultural fields, soils may potentially
accumulate Ag MNPs. 16,18 Models have predicted Ag MNP concentrations in biosolids amended
soils to range from 0.02-7.4 µg kg-1 18,19 and Ag MNP inputs are expected to rise as the use of Ag
MNP containing consumer products continues to expand.1
The general defining quality of MNPs is at least one dimension is in the range of 1- 100
nm.20 Under circumstances in which MNPs are dispersed in a fluid, MNPs are also classified as
colloids (1 nm- 1 µm).21 Several studies have attempted to apply colloid theory to understanding
MNP behavior, but dissimilarities including the small size, potential non-uniform shape and
charged surface modifications of MNPs have made this difficult.21,22,23 Derjaguin, Landau,
Verwey and Overbeek (DLVO) theory assumes van der Waals attractive forces and electrostatic
repulsion for a particle predictably change with size. However, complications arise because
decreasing particle size increases the proportion of atoms found at the particle surface.21 This
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also increases the local specific surface area, favoring aggregation of smaller particles as a
driving force to decrease particle surface energy.24 Likewise, decreasing particle size increases
the ratio of the electrical double layer thickness to the particle radius for nanoparticles, increasing
uncertainty in predicting particle behavior including aggregation.21 DVLO theory also fails to
account for nanoparticle surface charges imparted by manufactured surface coatings,
environmental surface transformations, or nanoparticle chemical composition.8 In order to
predict aggregation potential, DLVO theory relies on a Hamaker constant which describes van
der Waals attractions based on particle type. However, choice of Hamaker constant is somewhat
ambiguous and is difficult to directly measure.25 If unaccounted for, particle surface
modifications, such as ion adsorption, can greatly alter surface chemistry and limit DLVO theory
predictions.26 Extended DLVO (XDLVO) theory was developed to account for polar particle
interactions and Brownian movement.27 However, further difficulties arise in using DLVO and
XDLVO theory when particle surface charge is non-uniform and can lead to incorrect predictions
in particle aggregation behavior.10
Colloid filtration theory could also be applied to MNP behavior in soil, as it has
previously been used to investigate the mobility of natural colloids through soil.28 Filtration
theory takes into account particle collisions based on size and particle sticking efficiency which
could effectively cause immobilization.29 This model is helpful for estimating particle transport
through soil, but can be limited due to realistic soil conditions which include heterogeneously
sized soil particles.29 With inevitable environmental release, MNPs are expected to undergo many
transformations, including desorption of surface coating30 which increase difficulties in applying
existing colloid theories to their behavior. Likewise, the complexity of soil, including the wide
range of natural particle sizes and surface chemistry also hinders colloid theory predictions.
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Transformation of Ag MNPs
Environmental transformations and fate of Ag MNPs are poorly studied thus far;
however, they may be dependent on factors including size, MNP capping agent, aggregation and
dissolution potential, soil and water chemistry, natural organic matter (NOM), and aging
processes.21,31,32,33,34 Understanding transformations and surface modifications of Ag MNPs
under environmental conditions is critical for predicting mobility and overall expected toxicity.
Intrinsic properties of Ag MNPs may be a key determinant in Ag MNP environmental
behavior. In a simple aquatic suspension study, the rate of Ag MNP dissolution was shown to be
dependent on both concentration and initial particle size but was not affected by aggregation
state.33 Additionally, several studies have observed smaller Ag MNPs to have a higher rate of
dissolution than larger particles, a phenomenon suggested to be due to increased specific surface
area.33,35 Using a modified Kelvin equation, Ma et al., were able to predict Ag MNP solubility
based on particle radius.36 Solubility was found to be correlated with size, with little effect due to
Ag MNP synthesis method or surface coating. These studies suggest that intrinsic properties,
such as size, shape, and core composition may play a key role in predicting the fate of Ag MNPs
in the environment.
Transformations of Ag MNP coating
Manufactured nanoparticles are typically coated with capping agents which increase
particle dispersion and decrease aggregation through mechanisms like electrostatic or steric
stabilization.37,38,39 Sodium citrate (CIT) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) are the two most
commonly used stabilizing agents for Ag MNPs.40 Through electrostatic stabilization CIT
increases repulsion between particles due to high negative charge imparted via CIT surface
sorption. This mechanism is effective at keeping MNPs dispersed under ideal conditions, but
external factors such as increased ionic strength can shield the charges and cause
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Aggregation.31,41 Conversely, PVP is comprised of water soluble nonionic long chain polymers
which coat the Ag MNP surface, providing a steric stabilization mechanism, which is less
affected by variations in ionic strength or cation valence. Studies have observed PVP-Ag MNPs
to be more resistant to aggregation than other coated Ag MNPs when exposed to high ionic
strength electrolyte solutions.23, 42 The stability of PVP-Ag MNPs suggests enhanced
environmental mobility in comparison to other capping agents.31,43 Additionally, Ag MNPs
sterically stabilized with polysorbate (a non-ionic surfactant known by the trade name Tween)
provided enhanced stability, limiting particle dissolution in comparison to electrostatically
stabilized Ag MNPs.44 Observed differences in the ability of MNP surface coatings to stabilize
particles could also be due to differences in particle synthesis or duration of storage. Aging has
been shown to alter MNP aqueous dispersions, usually resulting in dissolution or aggregation.36,45
Under conditions of changing pH, ionic strength, and aging capping agents will largely influence
Ag MNP aggregation potential.
Less is known about how Ag MNP stabilization mechanisms (capping agents) will
influence behavior under more realistic environmental settings. Environmental constituents like
natural organic matter (NOM) will likely alter the stability of Ag MNPs through interactions with
the surface coatings. Interestingly, one study suggests organic acids could have varied roles in
MNP dissolution. Copper based MNPs were shown to undergo extensive dissolution in the
presence of citric acid, whereas oxalic acid acted as an inhibitor due to weak and strong
interactions resulting from outer and inner sphere complexes.46 In another study, NOM released
from aquatic plants prevented the aggregation PVP-Ag MNPs within the water column, while
conversely stimulating dissolution of gum arabic coated Ag MNPs.47 Like CIT, gum arabic
provides electrostatic stabilization and therefore could provide insight as to the behavior of CITAg MNPs, but due to the high molecular weight of gum arabic, steric stabilization mechanisms
may be at play as well. In environments having substantial levels of O2, oxidative dissolution has
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been observed to enhance solubility of Ag MNPs; however, increased pH, low temperatures or
the presence of NOM all slow this process.48 Likewise, previous work with naturally occurring
soil nanoparticles found that NOM in soil pore water provides nanoparticle stabilization.49 In
addition to capping agent chemistry, Ag MNP persistence and behavior will also largely depend
on the environmental matrix and its components.
Few studies have investigated the role of capping agents on the behavior of Ag MNPs in
complex matrices like soil. Following a 28 day earthworm toxicity assay, extended X-ray
absorption fine structure analysis (EXAFS) revealed that 11-20% of PVP and oleic acid coated
Ag MNPs were oxidized to Ag2O, suggestive of Ag MNP oxidative dissolution.50 Studies
examining the behavior of Ag MNPs in aquatic studies may further aid in determining Ag MNP
behavior in soil pore water. For instance, coating desorption or exchange have been shown to
lead to particle aggregation,30,51 suggesting coating desorption in soil would likewise lead to
aggregation. Little information is available on weathering of PVP coatings in soils, but
desorption of high molecular weight polymers is likely to be a kinetically slow process since
numerous points of attachment allow for strong van der Waals interactions.21,52 Regardless,
covalently bound polymer MNP coatings have been shown to undergo biodegradation.30 In a
medium (soil) in which biota are prevalent, it is likely that soil organisms will play a role in
determining Ag MNP availability and fate. For instance, since CIT plays a central role in the
tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA), it is likely that microbes could assist in coating removal.30
Additionally, the Ag MNP capping agent may play a role in particle stability from
aggregation.31,34 One study using sequential extraction to assess bioavailability of Ag in soil
observed CIT-Ag MNPs to be less bioavailable than uncoated Ag MNPs.34 However, the same
study concluded that soil properties had more of an effect on Ag speciation in soil than initial Ag
form (Ag ions vs. uncoated Ag-MNPs vs. CIT-Ag MNPs). Other work has shown the addition of
humic substances to increase Ag MNP mobility through soil, while a decrease in average soil
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aggregate size tended to increase Ag MNP retention, likely due to filtration mechanisms.53
Although there is little information on Ag MNP transformations following prolonged
environmental exposure, surface coatings are likely to be modified and lead to changes in overall
Ag bioavailability.
Transformations of the Ag core during wastewater treatment
During wastewater treatment, Ag MNPs will be exposed to extremely anaerobic
environments and are expected to undergo major transformations. Recent studies have reported
that Ag MNPs transform into insoluble Ag2S within sewage sludge.17,54 Due to the low solubility
of Ag2S (Ksp= 10-50)55, Ag MNP sulfidation strongly decreases dissolution rates and increases
particle aggregation which could effectively limit mobility.56 In addition to complete sulfidation
of Ag MNPs, the formation of Ag-Ag2S core-shell nanoparticles57 or a Ag2S bridge linking
metallic Ag MNPs are also possible as a result of Ag MNP surface dissolution and reprecipitation
of Ag2S.56 Regardless of the specific mechanism, Ag MNPs are likely to be sulfidized due to
large quantities of sulfur present in both wastewater58 and wastewater treatment plants.59 Both
dissolved charged polychloro complexes (AgClx) and solid AgCl precipitates will also readily
form,60 comparably decreasing toxicity. At this point, more information is needed on the stability
of transformed Ag MNPs (e.g., sulfidized) in sewage sludge in order to assess potential soil
toxicity.
Transformations in soil
Upon subsequent addition of sewage sludge to soil, Ag MNPs may be further modified
by soil minerals, biota, or organic matter as has been shown for naturally occurring
nanoparticles.61 In one study involving Ag MNP-amended sewage sludge added to soils,
naturally occurring TiO2 nanoparticles identified via transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) revealed the presence of Ag.62 Control
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experiments suggested that the Ag originated from the Ag MNPs, although no distinction was
made concerning the size or speciation of the Ag. Apart from this study, little work has been
done concerning transformations of Ag MNPs following mixing of sewage sludge biosolids with
soil. Since Ag MNPs in sewage sludge biosolids are largely sulfidized,63 it will be important to
determine how sulfidized Ag MNPs are transformed, if at all, in soil. In general, Ag2S is
strongly resistant to oxidation,64 however, sulfidized Ag MNPs have been shown to undergo
dissolution in aqueous environments.59 The extent of Ag MNP sulfidation in addition to soil type
and pore water chemistry will all affect Ag MNP speciation and bioavailability in soil.34,53
Silver nanoparticle bioavailability and toxicity
Metal bioavailability should be considered when assessing the potential toxicity of Ag
MNPs in soil.65,66 As discussed, a large proportion of Ag MNPs may be physiochemically altered
in soil or irreversibly sorbed to soil constituents (immobile), minimizing bioavailability to
terrestrial organisms. Immediate concern should be with Ag species that partition to the pore
water since it is likely the most bioavailable fraction, as has been shown for metals.65 However,
organisms that ingest soil solids, like earthworms, will have increased exposure to Ag MNPs
which adsorb to soil solids. Currently there is no standard method for assessing ecotoxicology of
Ag MNPs in soils, but it is likely that the soil matrix induces Ag MNP transformations and
therefore alters toxicity.67
Bioavailability of Ag MNPs will likely be altered due to changes in particle aggregation
state.

In one study, Drosophila , a low-level terrestrial model organism exhibited significantly

greater toxicity to Ag particles > 100 nm in size compared to Ag < 100 nm.68 Likewise,
aggregated Ag MNPs had increased inhibitory effects on E. coli growth compared to dispersed
particles.69 In addition to particle size, one explanation for increased toxicity suggests smaller
particles were more sulfidized than aggregates and therefore less toxic.69 Conversely, smaller Ag
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MNPs have been observed to have a much stronger antibacterial/antifungal effect compared to
larger Ag MNPs.70 This may be as a result of increased dissolution of smaller particles which
have been shown to provide better antimicrobial activity compared to larger particles with less
surface area.71 Smaller Ag MNPs could also have increased bioavailability compared to larger
particles and therefore be taken up more readily.72
At this point it is unclear whether observed toxicity is a result of Ag MNPs or the
resulting Ag ion dissolution products. Several studies suggest that a large portion of observed Ag
MNP toxicity is due to ions released through oxidation and dissolution.73,74 Moreover, the form
of Ag is important since past studies have observed limited toxicity of metallic Ag compared to
soluble Ag species.75 In a recent study, Ag MNPs caused limited toxicity to freshwater microbes
and minor effects on sediment microbial respiration while addition of AgNO3 to the same
mesocosms resulted in substantially increased toxicity and decreased respiration.76 Similarly,
increased cell toxicity was evident for Ag MNP solutions observed to undergo more dissolution,
resulting in more dissolved Ag.73 Other studies have observed effects directly related to Ag
MNPs.35,77,78 In an aquatic study Ag MNPs acted as neurobehavioral disrupters in zebrafish in
ways distinctly different than that caused by Ag+.78 Likewise, the common grass, Lolium
multiflorum experienced significantly stronger growth inhibition when exposed to gum arabic
coated Ag MNPs versus AgNO3.35 Variability among experimental conditions and nanoparticle
synthesis heighten the need for more thorough toxicity testing, including assessment of
dissolution at critical experimental time points.8 Ultimately, understanding Ag MNP
environmental behavior requires better characterization of aggregation and dissolution behavior.
Impact of transformations on toxicity
Organic matter and Ag MNP sulfidation have both been observed to alter Ag toxicity. In
one study, Ceriodaphnia dubia exposed to Ag MNPs had reduced toxicity with increasing
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concentrations of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and decreased ionic strength,79 likely due to
decreased bioavailability caused by a DOC coating.77,80 Conversely, Ag sulfidation results in a
highly insoluble sulfide mineral 56 which can significantly reduce bioavailability and therefore
toxicity due to sedimentation and reduced oxidation and dissolution.5,69,81 There was no observed
effect on corn or oat crop yields when biosolids containing Ag2S concentrations as high as 106
mg Ag kg-1 were amended to soil.81 Likewise, Reinsch et al. demonstrated that the degree of Ag
MNP sulfidation strongly influenced toxicity, resulting in greater E. coli growth inhibition for
less sulfidized Ag MNPs.69 Although Ag MNPs in sewage sludge biosolids are expected to be
largely sulfidized, no work has investigated Ag MNP transformations following biosolids
addition to soil so alterations in Ag bioavailability are largely unknown.
The complexity of soil makes risk assessment difficult and as a result many tests use
growth media or aqueous conditions to test organism response to Ag MNPs. A recent study using
Caenorhabditis elegans observed epidermal effects directly related to exposure to 10 mg L-1 CITAg MNPs in nematode growth medium.82 Dissolved Ag+ concentrations did not account for all of
the observed toxicity to C. elegans. Typically, the use of media less complex than soil
overestimates bioavailability.81 A study comparing exposure media observed an EC50 of 13 mg
CIT-Ag MNP L-1 for mung beans (P. radiates) grown in agar compared to negligible plant
growth effects in soil containing up to 2000 mg kg-1 CIT-Ag MNP.83 Although shorter roots and
fewer rootlets were prevalent in plants grown in both types of media, it is apparent that the
complexity of the soil including composition and high buffering capacity had a large effect on Ag
MNP bioavailability. Another study observed earthworm apoptotic activity consistently 2-4
times higher when exposed to Ag MNPs in water versus soil.84 While oxidative dissolution may
be a key pathway for Ag MNPs under aquatic conditions, modification by minerals and organics
may slow Ag MNP dissolution in soils and quickly immobilize any ions produced.34 Conversely,
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natural soil filtration mechanisms, like straining, could result in soil pores space more saturated
with Ag species, including dissolution products, effectively increasing localized exposure.85,86
Increasingly, studies are using soil as an exposure medium, but there is still limited
information concerning Ag MNP transformations, bioavailability, and toxicity in terrestrial
ecosystems. In a limit-test toxicity study, earthworms were exposed to several metal MNPs and
their corresponding salts at 1000 mg kg-1 soil.87 While both Ag MNPs and AgNO3 completely
inhibited earthworm reproduction, only metal salts (AgNO3, CuCl2, and NiCl2) caused lethality.
Another study observed earthworm reproductive toxicity to be much greater when earthworms
were exposed to AgNO3 compared to PVP or oleic acid coated Ag MNPs.50 Earthworm
behavioral avoidance of Ag spiked soil occurred at similar concentrations regardless of Ag form
although the effect was delayed for Ag MNPs but not AgNO3.88 Behavioral avoidance also
occurred at environmentally relevant concentrations and at concentrations much lower than
previously observed earthworm reproductive effects.32 One study observed sublethal effects for
earthworms exposed to Ag MNPs at a dose as low as 4 mg kg-1 soil.84 Enhanced apoptotic
activity was observed for many tissues including the cuticle which serves as an external
antimicrobial barrier for the earthworm. Compromising essential earthworm tissues as a result of
Ag MNP exposure will likely cause earthworms to be more susceptible to other stressors. Based
on these studies it is clear that Ag MNP bioavailability and toxicity to soil organisms will change
with Ag MNP modification and depend on the exposure medium.
Methods of detection of Ag MNPs
There are currently few reliable techniques capable of detecting, isolating and
characterizing Ag MNPs in complex environmental matrices.89 Nevertheless, methods used in
colloid science can be used along with new techniques to handle studying the range of different
MNPs. Dissimilarities in MNP composition and surface chemistry increase difficulties associated
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with risk assessment. It is clear that analytical techniques and microscopy based methods must be
specifically tailored to sample type and research objectives to obtain reliable information.89 Since
some forms of Ag may be toxic to many organisms,90 it will be important to develop reliable
detection methods in environments where Ag MNPs are more likely to be released in large
quantities (e.g., soil). It is beyond the scope of this review to discuss all potential techniques
which could be used for Ag MNP detection and characterization in soil; however, advantages and
limitations of many commonly used techniques will be presented.
Microscopy techniques are extremely beneficial for characterizing MNPs. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) can resolve particles as
small as 1 nm.89 Electron dense materials (e.g., metal MNPs) are easily viewed using both
techniques, but images can be viewed in three dimensions by SEM compared to only two
dimensions for TEM.67 For both techniques, sample pretreatment requires drying the sample on a
grid or support media which can lead to artifacts including changes in particle aggregation.67
Additionally, electron microscopy is costly, time-consuming, and ineffective for detecting and
monitoring MNPs in environmental samples at relevant expected concentrations.91 Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) is another technique widely used to study polymers because of the high
resolution and imaging potential under aqueous or ambient conditions.92 This technique has the
advantage of requiring little sample pretreatment and also results in a three-dimensional image
projection. However, inaccuracies in particle height measurements could occur as a result of
probe geometry, sample flattening by probe, artifacts, or effects of drying.92 Nevertheless,
microscopy techniques provide important information concerning particle morphology and when
possible should be used in conjunction with other analytical techniques.
Several analytical techniques are often paired with electron microscopy.93 Energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) are two
common techniques used in conjunction with electron microscopy. During EDS analysis an
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electron beam excites sample atom inner shell electrons, leaving vacancies which are filled by
outer shell electrons, generating X-rays with energies that are characteristic of different elements
allowing for determination of elemental composition of individual particles.93 The drawback of
this technique is that it determines elemental composition, not speciation or oxidation state.
When coupled with electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), it is possible to determine
oxidation state and local electronic structure of atoms in a sample.94 It is also possible to
determine the crystal structure of particles using SAED.67 Both EDS and SAED are routinely
used with electron microscopy imaging and will be key for distinguishing between environmental
and MNPs on the nanoscale.
Synchrotron based X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) techniques allow for
determination of local electronic structure of metal centers in a sample and have therefore become
a staple in nanomaterials research.56,63,95 The technique is based on a tunable incident X-ray
source (typically obtained using a synchrotron light source) that is swept in energy across the
absorption edge of the element of interest. The structure within the absorption spectrum contains
information on oxidation state and coordination environment. 96 The two types of XAS include
X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy (XANES) and extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) which are used to observe different regions of the spectrum. Based on oscillations
indicative of absorption behavior, EXAFS provides data on the absorbing atom as well as the
identity and distance of neighboring atoms.97 XANES is used to analyze oscillations closer to the
absorption edge that result from multiple scattering, as well as the edge position itself. XANES
can provide information on the oxidation state and coordination geometry of metal centers. Both
techniques require minimal sample pretreatment; however access to synchrotron facilities is
limited and the techniques require a high degree of expertise.67 These techniques can also be
combined with scanning X-ray fluorescence imaging in order to determine the spatial distribution
and speciation of metals within a sample with resolution ranging from 10 µm to 30 nm.89
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Light scattering techniques are routinely used to determine the size of particles suspended
in a liquid. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is one of the most commonly used techniques to
assess the size of a colloidal dispersion. Average hydrodynamic diameter (dh) is determined
based on variations in the intensity of scattered light due to Brownian motion.98 Scattered light is
measured from a single angle of detection, typically 90˚. The same instrument is also typically
equipped to measure electrophoretic mobility of particles in suspension using laser Doppler
velocimetry or phase analysis light scattering.67 Another light scattering technique is multi-angle
laser light scattering (MALLS). MALLS detects light using several detectors positioned at
different angles around the sample or a movable detector on a goniometer and can measure either
the geometric radius of spherical particles or the root mean square radius (rrms), which is a
measurement of the mass weighted average distance around the center of mass of a particle.98
Light scattering techniques are very effective at determining average size of spherical,
monodisperse particles in solution, but they do not provide any distinction among particle type
and are unreliable for environmental samples which are polydisperse and include non-spherical
particles.98 All light scattering techniques suffer from the same basic problem; since the intensity
of scattered light is also related to the sixth power of the radius, they are also heavily biased
towards larger particles and assumptions must be made about the optical properties to convert
sizes to mass weighted averages from intensity weighted averages.
Several techniques have been specifically tailored to distinguish between differently sized
particles of the same composition, including making the distinction between nanoparticles and
ions. Single particle inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (SP-ICP-MS) differentiates
between different sized particles of the same composition based on the magnitude of the pulse
that reaches the detector following atomization of a single particle.99 This technique can likewise
distinguish between dissolved species and nanoparticles, but requires low particle concentrations
to prevent particle coincidence which could result in two smaller MNPs measured as a single
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large MNP. It also requires a low background of dissolved ions of the element of interest.100
Although SP-ICP-MS offers high sensitivity and good size resolution of particles, it cannot yet
resolve particles less than 20 nm and calculation of particle size requires that assumptions be
made about the stoichiometry of the particles.100 Two techniques that tend to be specifically
aimed at differentiating between MNPs and dissolved species are ultracentrifugation and
ultrafiltration.91 Both are useful for quantifying dissolved species in a solution, however ionic
species are often bound to the filter during ultrafiltration, specifically if bound to dissolved
organic matter larger than the pore size.89,101
Several chromatographic techniques are becoming increasingly popular for separation of
MNPs in suspension.102 Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) separates particles during the
elution of a sample through a bead-packed column.102 Separation is based on the hydrodynamic
volume of eluted polymers or particles.103 However, decreased separation efficiency occurs as a
result of analyte interaction with the stationary phase which leads to irreversible sample sorption
to the stationary phase causing low recovery and misrepresented particle size distributions.103
Comparatively, hydrodynamic chromatography (HDC) separates colloids in a packed column as a
result of varying eluent velocities experienced by different sized particles as they approach the
electrical double layer of the stationary phase.104 This technique has shown promise for
separating complex MNP-containing environmental matrixes,105 but unfortunately has low
resolution and is largely affected by solution ionic strength.106 Under conditions of high ionic
strength the chemical nature of the particle can cause increased interaction with the stationary
phase, leading to increased particle retention.
One of the most versatile separation techniques is field-flow fractionation (FFF). It was
developed over forty years ago and can be applied to separate particles in the size range of 1 nm
up to a few microns.107 This chromatography-like technique separates particles on the basis of
hydrodynamic particle size or in some cases particle mass, but with the advantage of having no
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stationary phase and therefore minimizing non-specific sample interactions that could cause
artifacts or reduced recovery. The basis of this technique comes from sample elution in a thin,
ribbon-like channel with particle separation occurring due to some applied perpendicular field.107
Several sub-techniques were developed through varying the type of applied field; electrical (ElFFF), sedimentation (Sd-FFF), flow (Fl-FFF), and Thermal (Th-FFF). Particle separation is
created in Fl-FFF by applying a secondary flow of liquid perpendicular to the carrier flow. This
application has been divided into symmetrical and asymmetrical Fl-FFF. Asymmetrical flow
field-flow fractionation (AF4) has only one wall permeable to eluent flow in the channel instead
of two, as is the case for symmetrical Fl-FFF. As a result, AF4 has shorter sample run times and
less sample dilution.108 Overall, the versatility of available FFF techniques makes them ideal for
dealing with the wide range of MNP sample types.
Asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation
AF4 theory is described thoroughly elsewhere,107,109 but a brief overview is given here.
As mentioned, in AF4 particles are separated in a thin (200-500 µm) channel which runs over an
ultrafiltration membrane with some designated size cut-off value110 (Figure 1-1). It is important
to note that membrane and eluent composition can both be altered to adapt to variations in sample
type. Following sample injection onto the AF4 membrane, the carrier solution transports the
sample through the channel in a laminar flow. Particles are first focused into a narrow band near
the channel inlet before elution. An applied perpendicular cross flow concentrates the particles
near the ultrafiltration membrane, while the diffusion of the particles opposes this force. Smaller
particles have a faster rate of diffusion than larger particles and thus a higher average height in
the channel profile. Since the laminar flow sub-layers towards in the center of the channel are
faster than those near the channel walls, smaller particles elute faster than larger particles. The
size selectivity is related to the ratio of cross flow to channel flow. Increasing the crossflow will
provide a better separation of particles, but possibly at the expense of causing irreversible
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adherence of particles to the membrane surface. AF4 theory or calibration of the instrument with
size standards, paired with particle retention time allows for the determination of the
hydrodynamic size of eluted particles.

Figure 1-1. Schematic showing asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation of colloids through
the channel in normal mode.

AF4 has been used for analysis in several fields including medical, biological and
environmental studies107 and in the past decade has become increasingly popular for nanoparticle
size characterization.47,110,111,112,113 In order to distinguish between MNPs and other sample
constituents, AF4 is often paired to quantitative elemental instrumentation. A wide range of
techniques are available, but some are superior for detecting Ag MNPs. Specifically, an
ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) diode array detector (DAD) can confirm the presence of several
types of MNPs including Ag by monitoring the surface plasmon resonance. 98 Typically a band
occurs around 400-450 nm for Ag MNPs, however, homoaggregation will lead to a red-shift of
the band.114 Pairing AF4 to light scattering detectors like DLS and MALLS can also overcome
the problem of sample polydispersity that limits light scattering techniques. Following AF4
separation, DLS/MALLS measurements are performed on similarly sized particle populations and
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can therefore provide more reliable particle size characterization. Parameters including dh (for
DLS) and rg (MALLS) can then be determined to provide insight on particle size and in some
cases shape.98
Generally, the most widely used technique for elemental identification and quantitative
information is inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). Coupling AF4 to ICPMS allows for determination of elemental content as a function of particle size. AF4-ICP-MS has
been used to analyze samples including MNPs, humic substances, complex food and natural
colloids.110,113,115,116 However, limited studies have developed repeatable, reliable methods for
analyzing MNPs in complex media. A recent study used AF4 to examine Ag MNP aggregation
and dissolution behavior in aquatic microcosms comprised of water only, water and sediment,
water and plants, or water, sediment and plants.47 Differences in Ag MNP dissolution behavior
were observed for differently coated Ag MNPs as a result of organics released from plants. Poda
et al. also used this technique to determine change in Ag MNP size in biological tissues upon
uptake by an oligochaete, but did not provide any quantitative recovery data.111 With increasing
studies utilizing AF4-ICP-MS, there will be a growing library of unique sample running
conditions (e.g., carrier solution, injection amount) available for reference.

1.3 Objectives and Research Outline
The purpose of this research was to develop a method to systematically detect and
characterize silver manufactured nanoparticles (Ag MNPs) in soil pore water using asymmetrical
flow field-flow fractionation (AF4) coupled to inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(ICP-MS) and to use the method to examine the behavior of Ag MNPs having different surface
coatings in soil and soil amended with differing levels of sewage sludge biosolids upon aging for
different time periods. Surface coating is expected to dictate Ag MNP behavior in the
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environment. Specifically, non-ionic, polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) coated Ag MNPs are expected
to partition and remain more stable within soil pore water than citrate (CIT) coated Ag MNPs
which exhibit a negative surface charge which could easily be destabilized by soil solution
cations. Additionally, the low molecular weight CIT coating may more easily be desorbed or
exchanged for organics compared to the high molecular weight PVP which could also have
multiple sites of attachment to the Ag MNP surface. In soils treated with sewage sludge
biosolids we expect sulfidation of Ag MNPs to determine Ag behavior. Sulfidation has already
been shown to be a major environmental transformation of Ag MNPs, regardless of the presence
of a surface coating. Aging soils treated with Ag MNPs should result in decreased Ag MNPs
stabile within pore water due to environmental transformations including extensive sulfidation,
oxidative dissolution, and adsorption to immobile colloids.
There is likely an influx of Ag MNPs being introduced into agricultural soils via sewage
sludge biosolids, yet there are no systematic methods to detect Ag MNP aggregation state in
complex matrixes like soil. Asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation has been used for various
sample types in the past, but has rarely been used for complex matrixes and to date there are no
published studies where it was used to detect Ag MNPs in the aqueous phase of soil (e.g., soil
pore water). This technique will allow for size characterization of Ag containing particles able to
easily partition into the aqueous phase of soil. Such information will be vital in determining Ag
MNP behavior, potential mobility in and bioavailability from agricultural soils.
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2.1 Introduction
With advances in nanotechnology and the increased of production of nanomaterials,1 it is
projected that concentrations of manufactured nanoparticles (MNPs) released into natural waters,
soil, and air will continue to increase.117,118 In the past decade, research on transport,
transformations, and toxicity of MNPs in complex matrices, such as soil, has been hampered due
to a lack of adequate in situ detection and characterization techniques.89 Elemental quantification
is possible with some instruments (e.g., inductively couple plasma mass spectrometry, ICP-MS;
atomic absorption spectroscopy, AAS), but there is no distinction between MNPs and their bulk
or ionic counterparts. While microscopy is an excellent tool for characterizing MNPs, it is
challenging to employ for samples generated under environmentally realistic conditions.67
Flow field-flow fractionation (F4) coupled to inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(ICP-MS) detection has recently emerged as a promising technique for characterizing MNPs in
environmental matrices. Flow field-flow fractionation has the ability to separate heterogeneous
particulate phases based on particle hydrodynamic size or molecular weight (in the case of
molecules and polymers) and can be paired with ICP-MS to determine the elemental content of
particles having a known hydrodynamic size.67,89,108 It is a chromatography-like technique, but
has the advantage of not possessing a stationary phase, therefore minimizing the surface area
available for nonspecific sample interactions, as seen with other separation techniques including
size exclusion chromatography.103 A wide range of particle sizes (1 nm-10 µm) may be separated
and minimal sample is required.107 Two main types of F4 techniques that have been commonly
applied thus far are symmetrical and asymmetrical (AF4). Symmetrical F4 contains a semipermeable wall on either side of the sample flow to allow the crossflow to perpendicularly cross
the sample flow.109 Conversely, AF4 has only one permeable wall and maintains a pressure
difference between the channel flow and the waste flow, creating the crossflow which leads to
sample separation.108 A narrower channel is therefore used in AF4 to sustain a consistent
crossflow. The main advantages of AF4 are less sample dilution and shorter analysis time.107
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Asymmetrical F4 -ICP-MS may be applied to a wide range of sample types including biological,
environmental, and industrial. In many cases AF4-ICP-MS has been used to determine
associations between trace metals and environmental colloids119,120,121,122,123 and the number of
studies applying the technique to separate metal and metal oxide nanomaterials in the
environment are increasing.47,89,111,124
There are many advantages to using AF4 analysis over other separation techniques, but
method development is necessary and to develop optimized conditions that are particle and
matrix specific.107 Failure to properly optimize methods could result in decreased recovery,
increased nonspecific sample interactions, or even sample transformations during analysis.108,125
Several reviews have outlined F4 parameters used in recent studies.108,126 There is an increased
need for reliable techniques for in situ detection of Ag MNPs and possible Ag derivatives within
the complex soil environment.7,117 The array of different sample types examined in past studies
using AF4 suggest that this technique could be instrumental in characterizing Ag MNPs in
complex matrices, specifically in soil pore water. For proper sample separation, good recovery,
and measurement repeatability using AF4, it is necessary to evaluate and optimize separation
parameters for both Ag MNPs and naturally occurring colloids which are likely to be present in
soil pore water.108,120
The objective of this study was to develop and optimize an AF4 separation method with high
separation efficiency and recovery for Ag MNPs and environmental colloids in soil pore water.
Various AF4 operating conditions were evaluated, including variations in carrier solution,
injection volume, and crossflow, to determine optimal AF4 parameters for the separation of
mixed Ag MNP/ environmental colloid suspensions reflective of actual soil pore water. The
experimental strategy included analyzing stable soil colloids and Ag MNPs individually under
varying AF4 operating conditions to determine conditions optimized for both particle types. To
evaluate realistic pore water conditions, Ag MNPs having different surface coatings were mixed
with soil and sewage sludge derived colloids and analyzed using AF4-ICP-MS. The operating
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parameters used resulted in good repeatability, separation efficiency, and recovery of Ag MNPs
and environmental colloids, further supporting AF4-ICP-MS as a viable technique for monitoring
Ag MNP behavior in soils amended with sewage sludge biosolids.

2.2 Experimental
Silver nanoparticles
Manufactured silver nanoparticles (Ag MNPs) having two different surface coatings were
used in this study; 80 nm diameter polyvinyl pyrrolidone coated Ag MNPs (PVP-Ag MNPs) and
60 nm citrate coated Ag MNPs (CIT-Ag MNPs). PVP-Ag MNPs were synthesized according to
Cheng et al., 2011.127 CIT-Ag MNPs were made in house by reducing silver nitrate (AgNO3) in
the presence of sodium citrate.128 Hydrodynamic radii and electrophoretic mobility of the Ag
MNPs and environmental colloids was determined via batch dynamic light scattering (DLS) using
a Malvern Zeta-Sizer Nano-ZS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) was used to assess primary particle size and shape of Ag MNPs using a Jeol
2010 F field emission gun electron microscope (Tokyo, Japan).
Environmental colloid generation
Soil colloids were isolated from Yeager sandy loam (YSL) soil collected from Estill
County, KY following a procedure outlined by Plathe et al., (2011).123 A full description of the
procedure is outlined elsewhere, but briefly, soil cations were exchanged for Na by shaking soil
with 0.1 M NaOH in a 1:2 mixture for 4 hours. The solution was centrifuged to remove particles
> 200 nm based on Stoke’s law, assuming a density of 2.68 g cm-3 (average soil particle
density).129 The supernatant was decanted and disposed of. Remaining soil solids were
combined with 18 MΩ deionized water in a 1:2 ratio and centrifuged to remove particles > 200
nm. The supernatant was collected and the process was repeated until the supernatant returned
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clear. All supernatants were combined and stored at 4˚ C. Soil colloids were dried at 60˚ C to
determine the total suspended solids in solution.
Sewage sludge biosolids (sludge) were obtained from a municipal wastewater treatment
facility in KY. Extraction of sludge colloids is similar to previously used techniques.130,131
Sludge colloids were obtained by shaking the sludge in a 1:10 ratio with18 MΩ deionized water
for 4 hours followed by centrifugation to a > 200 nm cut-off, based on a particle density of 2.69 g
cm-3. The procedure was repeated and supernatants were collected, combined and stored at 4˚ C.
Combined environmental colloids and Ag MNPs
After separate AF4 method development with soil colloids and Ag MNPs, soil and sludge
colloids were combined with PVP and CIT-Ag MNPs to mimic realistic soil pore waters from
biosolids amended soils. The environmental colloid-Ag MNP mixtures were analyzed via AF4ICP-MS to determine the efficiency of the proposed AF4 separation parameters. Environmental
colloids were combined with PVP-Ag MNPs or CIT-Ag MNPs to achieve 25 mg Ag L-1. First,
Ag MNP stock solutions were diluted to 500 mg Ag L-1. Then 0.5 mL of 500 mg Ag L-1 was
diluted with 9.5 mL suspension of soil or sludge colloids. Environmental colloid-Ag MNP mixed
suspensions were stored in the dark at 4° C.
AF4 and online detectors
Soil colloids, Ag MNPs, and mixed environmental colloid-Ag MNP samples were
separated using asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation (AF4; Wyatt Eclipse 3, Santa Barbara,
CA, USA). Operating parameters used for AF4 analysis are summarized in Table 2-1. Soil
colloids were analyzed with a crossflow gradient of 0.3-0.03 ml min-1, decreasing over 30
minutes. The concentration of total solids for extracted soil colloids was 2 g L-1. Therefore,
several injection volumes were tested (15- 100 µL), with corresponding injection masses of 30,
50, 100, 150, and 200 µg soil colloid. Analysis of PVP and CIT-Ag MNPs also used crossflow
gradient of 0.3-0.03 ml min-1, decreasing over 30 minutes. Injection mass of Ag MNPs varied
from 0.375, 0.500, 0.625 and 1 µg Ag. Injection amounts used for soil colloid and Ag MNP
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recovery analyses (no crossflow) were 20 and 25 µg, respectively. Mixed soil colloid-Ag MNP
samples were analyzed with 0.05% FL-70 using a crossflow of 0.3-0.03 ml min-1. A stronger
crossflow was required to separate mixtures containing sludge. Therefore, sludge-Ag MNP and
soil-Ag MNP mixtures were also separated using an initial crossflow gradient of 1.5- 0.3 ml min-1
up to a retention time of 15 minutes, followed by a gradient of 0.3- 0.03 ml min-1 over the next 30
minutes. An injection volume of 25 µL was used for all mixed samples, based on optimal
injection of soil colloids (50 µg = 25 µL).
Table 2-1: Summary of operating conditions used for asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation.
An asterisk indicates that 200 mg L-1 of sodium azide was added.
Membrane
Spacer (µm)
Channel flow rate (mL min -1)
Focus flow (mL min -1)
Cross flow rate (mL min -1)
Rate 1
Rate 2
Injection amount
UV wavelength (nm)
Carrier solution
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
Trial 4
Trial 5
Trial 6
Fractogram time (min)

5 kDa regenerated cellulose
350
1.0
0.5
Gradient of 0.30- 0.03 (over 30 min)
Gradient of 1.5- 0.30 (over 10 min) then
decreasing from 0.30- 0.03 (over 30 min)
30- 200 µg (soil particles)
0.375- 1 µg (Ag MNPs)
420
Water*
0.05% Sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS)*
0.5mM Na pyrophosphate (NaPP)
0.05% SDS and 0.5mM NaPP*
0.05% FL-70
0.05% FL-70*
60

Following AF4 separation, the eluent from the AF4 channel entered an in-line ultraviolet-visible
(UV-Vis) diode array detector (DAD) (Agilent 1200 series) which monitored Ag MNP
absorbance at 420 nm, which is in the surface plasmon absorption band for Ag MNPs in this size
range. In-line flow was then directed to a multi angle/ dynamic laser light scattering
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(MALLS/DLS) detector (Wyatt DAWN HELEOS-II) which measured light scattering intensity at
18 angles with DLS measured at 100.3º. Light scattering at 90º was used to monitor the
concentration of soil colloids because the particles did not absorb strongly at any UV-Vis
wavelength. MALLS was also used to determine the root mean square radius of particles (rrms)
using the Berry model.132 The rrms, also known as the radius of gyration, is a measure of the
radius based on the average mass distribution within a particle. The rrms is not equivalent to the
geometric radius, being slightly less for a solid sphere.133 Both the UV-Vis absorbance at 420 nm
and light scattering at 90º were monitored for mixed environmental colloid-Ag MNP samples.
Lastly, for environmental colloid -Ag MNP samples, in-line flow was directed to an ICP-MS
system to detect Ag (m/z =107, 109) in case primary particle size was compromised via
dissolution or aggregation as a result of mixing particle types. Agilent Chemstation software was
used to collect UV-Vis data, Wyatt ASTRA version 5.3.4.11 was used to process light scattering
data and Agilent ICP-MS chromatographic software version C.01.00 was used to process the
distribution of Ag in mixed samples.
AF4 Carrier Solution Composition
Several different carrier solutions were tested to separate either soil colloids or Ag MNPs
using AF4. In principle, an ideal carrier solution should not alter the aggregation state of
suspended sample particles.120 For that reason, 18 M Ω DI water with the addition of 200 mg L-1
sodium azide (MP Biomedicals, LLC, Solon, OH), resulting in pH 7.15 was tested for PVP-Ag
MNPs. Water has been used previously as a carrier solution in an attempt to minimize non-ideal
interactions between the sample and the carrier solution which cause sample aggregation,
disaggregation, or adsorption to the AF4 membrane.134 Sodium azide was added to water in the
carrier solution to prevent bacterial growth in the AF4 system.115,135 However, sodium azide
increases background absorbance below 280 nm, thus disallowing monitoring particles which
absorb in that range.123 The second carrier solution evaluated to separate soil colloids, PVP-Ag
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MNPs and CIT-Ag MNPs was 0.05% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS; Sigma Aldrich) containing
200 mg L-1 sodium azide, with a of pH of 8.66, was used to separate soil colloids, PVP-Ag MNPs
and CIT-Ag MNPs. Sodium dodecyl sulfate is an anionic surfactant previously used as a carrier
solution for analyzing natural colloids,133 proteins,136 sediments/soils, 137 and Ag MNPs.138
The third carrier solution evaluated is 0.5 mM sodium pyrophosphate (NaPP) (Fisher Scientific,
Fair Lawn, NJ) at pH 8, which is a traditionally employed dispersing agent for isolating natural
colloids139 and colloid associations with trace elements.123 For this study we used NaPP to
analyze soil colloids and PVP-Ag MNPs. Based on mixed results for PVP-Ag MNPs and soil
colloids using SDS and NaPP carrier solutions, we tested a mixture of 0.05% SDS, 0.5 mM
NaPP, and 200 mg L-1 sodium azide, resulting in a final solution pH of 8.16 as a carrier solution
for the elution of soil colloids. Lastly, 0.05% FL-70 detergent (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ)
with and without 200 mg L-1 sodium azide, with final solution pH values of 9.5 and 10.09,
respectively, were used based on previous successes111,140 in dispersing colloidal suspensions and
preventing aggregation 141. Both PVP-Ag MNPs and CIT-Ag MNPs and the soil colloids were
analyzed using FL-70 only. Sodium azide was added to FL-70 to analyze PVP-Ag MNPs, but
due to decreased recovery, Na azide was not added for the analysis of other particle types. Like
SDS, FL-70 is an anionic surfactant commonly used during F4 analyses.140 The components of
FL-70 include 3.0% oleic acid, 3.0% sodium carbonate, 1.8% Tergitol (a non-ionic alcohol
ethoxylate surfactant), 1.4% tetrasodium ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA), 1.3%
triethanolamine and 1.0% polyethylene glycol, in water (MSDS, Fischer Scientific). Previous
studies have observed increased recovery of organic soil colloids with FL-70 compared to other
carrier solutions, likely as a result of decreased sample membrane fouling due to the nature of the
FL-70 surfactant.142,143
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Recovery and sample injection amount
Sample recovery was calculated based on four separate AF4 sample injections. For the
initial injection minimal crossflow (0.03 ml min-1) was applied to ensure complete sample elution
through the channel. The subsequent three sample injections used one of the crossflows specified
previously to achieve sample separation. Peak areas determined using ASTRA software were
used to calculate average sample recovery using Equation 1
(1)

× 100

where S is the peak area from a sample injection with crossflow and

represents the peak area

having limited crossflow. Recoveries for Ag MNPs were calculated using absorbance at 420 nm
and soil colloid recovery was calculated using light scattering at 90˚. For mixed environmental
colloid-Ag MNP samples recovery was calculated using the ICP-MS signal for Ag (m/z = 107).
Triplicate injections were also used to investigate fractionating repeatability.
Validation of AF4
To validate AF4 separation we analyzed NIST traceable polystyrene latex spheres (20,
46, Thermo Scientific), bovine serum albumin (MW 66,463; 3.5 nm rh, Sigma), alcohol
dehydrogenase (MW 150,000; 9.2 nm diameter, Sigma), standard reference Au nanoparticles (22
nm nominal diameter, Nanocomposix, San Diego, CA; 30 and 60 nm nominal diameters, NIST
SRMs 8012 and 8013) and Au particles (80 and 98 nm nominal diameter British Biocel
International (Cardiff, United Kingdom)) using 0.05% FL-70 as the carrier solution. Channel
thickness due to membrane swelling was estimated with 60 nm Au spheres using AF4 theory.144
Wyatt Chromatogram version 1.04 was used to determine particle size based on fractogram
retention time. Calibration curves of retention time versus the hydrodynamic diameter of
reference particles were used to validate particle size (Figure 2-1). For a crossflow gradient of
0.3- 0.03 ml min-1, the hydrodynamic diameter of the standards was closely correlated with
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retention time (r2=0.9636). Two separate calibration curves were necessary for the next
crossflow evaluated to account for the initial gradient of 1.5- 0.3 ml min-1 up to a retention time
of 15 minutes and a second gradient of 0.3- 0.03 ml min-1 from 15- 45 minutes. Resulting r2
values were 0.9847 and 0.9848, respectively. Resulting size values were cross validated with
values obtained using DLS/MALLS.

Figure 2-1: Calibration of the AF4 channel with size standards for a crossflow of (a) 0.3- 0.03
ml min-1 over 30 min and (b) decreasing from 1.5-0.3 ml min-1 up to a retention time of 15 min
followed by (c) a gradient of 0.3-0.03 ml min-1 from 15- 45 min.

2.3 Results and Discussion
The parameters used during AF4 sample analysis can determine the accuracy and
efficiency of particle separation and the resulting observed size distributions.107 The carrier
solution is vital in the separation and recovery of a sample and must be selected based on sample
type.89,120,135 During sample transport the carrier solution prevents interaction with the tubing,
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membrane and other particles which could otherwise cause decreased recovery, aggregation, or
desegregation of a sample. The resulting fractogram peak(s) can indicate discrepancies in carrier
solution composition, injection volume or crossflow rate. Resulting sample sizes should be cross
validated with size standards, DLS/MALLS, batch DLS and TEM. For this study, the primary
particle size of PVP and CIT-Ag MNPs determined by TEM were 53±1 and 84±24 for PVP and
CIT-Ag MNPs, respectively (Figure 2-2).

Figure 2-2. Transmission electron microscopy images display the size of the CIT-Ag MNPs (a-c)
and PVP-Ag MNPs (d-f).

DLS and PALS data
Mean hydrodynamic radii (rh) and zeta potential of PVP-Ag MNPs, CIT-Ag MNPs, and
soil colloids suspended in18 M Ω DI water and various carrier solutions used during AF4
analysis are shown in Table 2-2. Combining the soil colloids with AF4 carrier solutions tended
to decrease the average rh 6-12 nm. However, such decreases are insignificant considering the
polydisperse nature of the soil colloids and the incapability of DLS to account for this due to
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increased light scattering observed for larger particles which leads to a bias towards larger size
measurements.145 Additionally, particle suspensions in DI water tend to appear larger due to
decreased particle diffusion as a result of drag caused by the expanded electrostatic double layer
in such low ionic strength media.145 The addition of salt to a solution (e.g., carrier solution)
decreases the thickness of the electrostatic double layer, thereby also increasing the diffusion
coefficient for a particle which results in smaller size measurements. A better measurement of
alterations in soil colloid particle size is rrms, measured on-line using MALLS, following AF4
separation. Comparably, PVP-Ag MNPs and CIT-Ag MNPs had slight increased or decreased
average rh values, but nothing suggested particle aggregation or desegregation.

Table 2-2. Mean hydrodynamic radius (rh ± standard deviation) and corresponding zeta potential
(ZP) are shown for soil colloids, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) coated Ag MNPs, and citrate (CIT)
coated Ag MNPs suspended in18 M Ω DI water and AF4 carrier solutions to observe effects of
carrier solution. Acronyms indicate sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and sodium pyrophosphate
(NaPP) and the asterisk (*) indicates the addition of 200 mg L-1 sodium azide. Measurements not
available are represented by NA.

Water

Soil colloids
rh (nm)
ZP (mV)
101.9 (0.21)
-56.4

Particle type
PVP-Ag MNPs
rh (nm)
ZP (mV)
42.2 (0.24)
-46.2

Water*

95.65 (0.82)

-47.2

41.9 (0.01)

-11.8

NA

NA

0.05% SDS*

95.95 (0.43)

-49.3

44.6 (0.25)

-20.1

33.85 (0.07)

-51.9

0.5mM NaPP

95.0 (0.21)

-57.5

43.35 (0.08)

-35.8

NA

NA

0.05% SDS and 0.5mM NaPP*

89.5 (0.04)

-56.3

43.3 (0.02)

-12.6

NA

NA

0.05% FL-70

89.95 (0.6)

-60.1

39.5 (0.43)

-31.7

28.6 (0.12)

-71.0

0.05% FL-70*

92.8 (0.96)

-50.5

42.25 (0.25)

-16.7

NA

NA

Solution Composition
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CIT-Ag MNPs
rh (nm)
ZP (mV)
30.7 (0.04)
-78.9

Electrophoretic mobility measurements in the various carrier solutions indicate minimal
changes for soil colloids, but decreased stability in some solutions for Ag MNPs. Electrophoretic
mobility measures particle zeta potential or the potential difference between the particle surface
charge and the dispersant.146 Typically, a value of < -25 mV or >25 mV indicates particle
stability against aggregation in solution.147 Slight variations were observed for soil colloids
dispersed in each carrier solution, but zeta potential remained indicative of stabilized particles.
Likewise, zeta potential indicated consistent stability of CIT-Ag MNPs in all solutions tested.
Conversely, several carrier solutions resulted in decreased zeta potential for the PVP-Ag MNPs.
The only carrier solutions that did not compromise PVP-Ag MNP stability (based on zeta
potential) were 0.5 mM NaPP and 0.05% FL-70, although each decreased zeta potential (made
less negative) compared to particle suspensions in DI water by 10.4 and 14.5 mV, respectively.
AF4 using different carrier solutions
Carrier solution had a large impact on the recovery of Ag MNPs during AF4 analysis.
Two of the tested carrier solutions, 0.05% SDS with 200 mg L-1 azide and 0.05% FL-70 resulted
in > 95% recovery for both PVP and CIT-Ag MNPs (Table 2-3). Water was tested as a carrier
solution for PVP-Ag MNPs to preserve the original sample matrix and thus minimize particle
aggregation or desegregation that can result from addition of salt or surfactant.134,148 Although,
poor recovery of PVP-Ag MNPs with water suggests the presence of a surfactant is required for
separation.138 In addition to a weak UV-Vis signal, water also resulted in a light scattering signal
too low to make DLS measurements. Elution of PVP-Ag MNPs with 0.05 mM NaPP caused
recovery to be < 60%. In addition to NaPP often being used in carrier solutions for fractionating
natural colloids,123,139 NaPP is also often used for the extraction of organics from soils.149 This
suggests highly charged particles like soil colloids or organics (e.g., soil humus) may be more
effectively stabilized by NaPP than Ag MNPs which were observed to fluctuate in stability based
solely on carrier solution composition (Table 2-2). Lastly, the addition of sodium azide to FL-70
decreased sample recovery by 27% for PVP-Ag MNPs. This was likely the result of increased
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carrier solution ionic strength which caused a decrease in the zeta potential and electrical double
layer thickness for PVP-Ag MNPs, increasing particle interaction with the AF4 membrane.120
Similar surface charge shielding effects have been observed for natural organic matter exposed to
high ionic strength solutions.150

Table 2-3: Recovery and retention time of each sample peak are shown as a result of changing
AF4 carrier solution composition and holding all other AF4 parameters constant including a
sample injection mass of 50 µg for soil colloids and 0.625 µg for PVP and CIT-Ag MNPs.
Separation was performed with a crossflow of 0.3 ml min-1 ramped down to 0.03 ml min-1 over 30
min for all samples. An asterisk (*) indicates the addition of 200 mg L-1 sodium azide; NA = not
available.
Particle
type
Soil colloids

Carrier solution
500 mg L-1 SDS
223 mg L-1 NaPP
500 mg L-1 SDS and 223 mg L-1 NaPP*
500 µl L-1 FL-70

Retention
time (min)
18.3
20.5
18.8
16.0

% Recovery (stdev)
54 (5)
93 (2)
69 (5)
96 (3)

PVP-Ag
NPs

Water*
500 mg L-1 SDS*
223 mg L-1 NaPP
500 µl L-1 FL-70
500 µl L-1 FL-70*

12.1
12.4
11.4
11.4
13.5

8 (NA)
100 (4)
59 (NA)
100 (2)
73 (7)

CIT-Ag
NPs

500 mg L-1 SDS*
500 µl L-1 FL-70

12.5
11.0

98 (NA)
96 (6)

As observed for Ag MNPs, soil colloid recovery was dependent on carrier solution
composition. Fractionation with 0.5mM NaPP and 0.05% FL-70 resulted in average sample
recoveries of 93 and 96%. Poor recovery (~54%) of soil colloids was observed when 0.05% SDS
was used as the carrier solution. This is in agreement with previous work which observed SDS to
have minimal to no stabilization effects for clay containing soil suspensions 135. Attempts at
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mixing NaPP and SDS to achieve acceptable sample recovery (> 90%) for both Ag MNPs and
soil colloids resulted in < 70% recovery of soil colloids. Mixed NaPP/SDS carrier solutions were
therefore not applied to the separation of Ag MNPs.
In addition to recovery, peak shape and time of elution are important for confirming
sample separation while avoiding non-ideal sample interactions.151 More efficient separation can
be accomplished at a higher crossflow, but at the expense of peak broadening111 and can
sometimes lead to decreased recovery. For particles normally distributed, such as the Ag MNPs,
the ideal peak shape is expected to resemble a Gaussian curve.140 Previous studies have observed
sample overload to lead to peak distortion.140,152 Therefore, several different injection rates were
tested for both PVP-Ag MNPs and soil colloids. An injection mass of 0.625 µg Ag MNPs was
observed to give a sufficient signal to achieve a measurable absorbance at 420 nm. Higher
injection amounts could lead to carryover effects. Soil colloids were monitored using the light
scattered at 90°. The ideal range observed was 15- 25 µL soil colloids (30- 50 µg total solids) to
avoid overloading the channel.
The best resolution of PVP-Ag MNPs was observed with either 0.05% FL-70 or 0.5 mM
NaPP as the carrier solution. Conversely, peak broadening was observed when PVP-Ag MNPs
were eluted with either 0.05% SDS with azide or 0.05% FL-70 with azide (Figure 2-3). Poor
recovery of PVP-Ag MNPs, delayed peak retention time, and peak broadening observed when
0.05% FL-70 with azide was used as the carrier solution suggests this carrier solution was not
effective at preventing non-specific sample interactions such as membrane adsorption. Increased
elution time was observed for PVP-Ag MNPs when 0.05% SDS with azide was used as the
carrier solution compared to peak position when eluted with 0.05% FL-70. Although good
recovery of PVP-Ag MNPs was observed for both solutions, peak broadening and increased
retention time resulting from elution with SDS suggest 0.05% SDS with azide may cause
shielding of particle surface charges, resulting in increased van der Waals interactions between
PVP-Ag MNPs and the ultrafiltration membrane.120
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Peak shape for soil colloids was observed to be slightly shifted with variation in AF4
carrier solution (Figure 2-4). As seen for PVP-Ag MNPs, 0.05% SDS with azide caused
increased particle retention compared to elution with 0.05% FL-70. Although, contrary to elution
of PVP-Ag MNPs, soil colloid recovery was also reduced 42% using 0.05% SDS with azide. The
same shift was observed for the carrier solution containing 0.5mM NaPP with 0.05% SDS and
azide and a slightly greater retention was observed when 0.5mM NaPP was used to elute soil
colloids. Compared to PVP-Ag MNPs, soil colloid peaks were 3-4 times wider due to the large
size distribution of particles in the soil extract. This is typical of fractionated peaks for soil and
organic acids which tend to be monomodal, yet polydisperse, as has been observed previously for
natural samples.153

Figure 2-3: Combined AF4 fractograms show the size distribution of 0.625 µg PVP-Ag NPs
eluted with different carrier solutions including 500 µl L-1 FL-70 (* including 200 mg L-1 azide),
500 mg L-1 sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)*, or 223 mg L-1 sodium pyrophosphate (NaPP). The
UV trace, calibrated and measured hydrodynamic radii (rh) of particles are shown. Crossflow was
a gradient of 0.3- 0.03 ml min-1 over 30 min.
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Figure 2-4: Combined AF4 fractograms show the size distribution of 50 µg soil colloids when
particles are eluted with different carrier solutions including 500 µl L-1 FL-70 (red), 500 mg L-1
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and mg L-1 azide (green), 223 mg L-1 sodium pyrophosphate
(NaPP; orange) or a combination of 500 mg L-1 SDS , 223 mg L-1 NaPP and mg L-1 azide (blue).
Light scattering at 90° (solid line), calibrated and measured root mean square radii of particles
(dots) are shown for each run. Crossflow was a gradient of 0.3- 0.03 ml min-1 over 30 min.

Particle size was determined using the hydrodynamic radius (rh) for Ag MNPs and root
mean squared radius (rrms) for soil colloids. Dynamic light scattering in flow mode works best for
smaller particles (rh < 30 nm) since the motion of the particles causes fluctuations in scattering
intensity over longer time scales than the Brownian motion of the smaller particles. Also, static
light scattering is not applicable to metal nanoparticles because they cause depolarization of the
laser light with respect to the scattering plane leading to non-ideal angular dependence of the
scattering. Batch DLS measurements of rh for PVP-Ag MNPs and soil colloids suspended in DI
water were determined to be 42.2 nm and 101.9 nm, respectively. The rh of PVP-Ag MNPs
determined by on-line DLS following AF4 separation was, on average, 42 nm for all carrier
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solutions tested, excluding water. Minimal deviations were observed among carrier solution.
Conversely, the rrms of soil colloids was more strongly affected by changes in carrier solution
composition. The average rrms for soil colloids eluted with 0.05% FL-70 and 0.5 mM NaPP were
165 nm and 200 nm, respectively. This could have been due to the increased ionic strength of
FL-70 compared to NaPP which resulted in decreased electrostatic double layer thickness,
increased particle diffusion and therefore an overall decrease in observed particle size,113,151 or
simply due to prevention of particle aggregation during the focusing step. The geometric radius
of a sphere with an rrms of 165 nm is 213 nm. Note that the DLS measurements are intensity
weighted, while the mean rrms values from AF4-MALLS are mass weighted. Elution with 0.05%
SDS with azide reveal an average rrms of 150 nm while elution with 0.05% SDS with 0.5 mM
NaPP and azide had an average particle size of 175 nm, respectively. This study showed no
change in observed rh for PVP-Ag MNPs with changes in carrier solution. Likewise, the large
polydispersivity and non-uniform shape of the soil colloids warrants the minimal differences in
observed rrms.
By altering sample injection mass and carrier solution composition for AF4 separation of
Ag MNPs and soil colloids, a method was produced to use for the characterization of samples
containing Ag MNPs and environmental colloids. The most effective carrier solution for
repeatable AF4 separation and good recovery (> 95%) of CIT-Ag MNPs, PVP-Ag MNPs and soil
colloids was 0.05% FL-70 (Figure 2-5). Injection mass which yielded good peak shape and
recovery of Ag MNPs and soil colloids were observed to be 0.625 µg and 50 µg, respectively.
Additionally, a crossflow gradient decreasing from 0.3- 0.03 ml min-1 over 30 minutes was
sufficient for resolving particle from the void peak and getting good separation with short run
time.
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Figure 2-5: Fractogram repeatability is shown for duplicate AF4 sample injections of 0.625 µg
(A) polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) coated Ag MNPs or (B) citrate (CIT) coated Ag MNPs and for
(C) 50 µg soil colloids. Both the UV trace at 420 nm and hydrodynamic radii (Rh) are shown for
Ag MNPs. The Rayleigh light scattering trace and root mean squared radii (Rrms) are shown for
soil colloids. Samples were eluted with 500 µl L-1 FL-70 and a crossflow gradient decreasing
from 0.3- 0.03 ml min-1 over 30 minutes.
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Mixtures of environmental colloids and Ag MNPs
The AF4 technique described was subsequently applied to environmental colloid-Ag
MNP mixtures using 0.05% FL-70 as the carrier solution, an injection volume of 25 µL (~50 µg),
and a crossflow gradient decreasing from 0.3- 0.03 ml min-1 over 30 minutes. These parameters
were observed to be adequate for the separation of soil colloid-Ag MNP mixtures and resulted in
an average sample recovery of 104 ± 9 %, respectively. However, this crossflow rate did not
sufficiently provide separation of the sample and void peaks for sludge-Ag MNP mixtures.
Therefore, sludge-Ag MNP samples were fractionated using an increased crossflow rate
decreasing from 1.5- 0.3 ml min-1 over 10 minutes, followed by the gradient of 0.3- 0.03 ml min-1
from 15- 45 min (Figure 2-6). Soil-Ag MNP samples were also re-evaluated at this crossflow
setting. Decreased sample recovery has been observed as a result of increased crossflow,133 but
sample recovery was consistently in the range of 94-100% based on integrated peak areas for all
environmental colloid-Ag MNP mixtures. Improved fractionation was observed with an increase
in crossflow. Following fractionation, analysis by ICP-MS revealed alterations in the size
distribution of Ag MNPs mixed with environmental colloids.
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Figure 2-6: Overlaid asymmetrical flow field-flow fractograms using ICP-MS detection of Ag
(m/z = 107) for extracted sewage sludge biosolids (sludge) or Yeager Sandy Loam (YSL) soil
colloids combined with (A) polyvinylpyrrolidone coated (PVP) Ag MNPs or (B) citrate coated
(CIT) Ag MNPs. The x-axis displays calibrated hydrodynamic diameters. Initial cross flow was
1.5 ml min-1. Cross flow was decreased to 0.3 ml min-1 from 5-15min and decreased to 0.03
from 15-45 min.
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Through the application of sewage sludge biosolids to agriculture soils, Ag MNPs are
expected to enter terrestrial environments, yet risk assessment is lacking reliable in situ methods
for detecting Ag MNP contaminants in soil. The application of AF4-ICP-MS for the analysis of
soil pore waters has been proposed as a valuable technique. This work investigated the role of
injection mass, carrier solution composition, and crossflow rate and found that all were important
for the separation of Ag MNPs and environmental colloids. This study outlines AF4 parameters
for the analysis of soil pore water, based on efficient separation, high recovery and excellent
repeatability observed for the analysis of Ag MNPs mixed with environmental colloids.
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3.1 Introduction
The growth of nanotechnology has raised public concern about potential environmental
and human health effects of manufactured nanoparticles (MNPs) released to the
environment.154,155 Production of consumer products containing MNPs continues to increase
despite the lack of sufficient knowledge concerning how they may affect the environment. The
lack of detection and in situ characterization capabilities for nanomaterials in complex biological
and environmental matrices also hinders the development of regulations for MNPs in the
environment.89,102 One major class of MNPs currently being used is Ag MNPs, due to their
antimicrobial properties.156 However, Ag MNP containing products, such as paint and textiles
have already been shown to release Ag MNPs through normal use.13,14,15 Silver MNPs are
predicted to enter wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) via sewage streams where they are likely
to efficiently partition to the sewage sludge and be sulfidized.17,63 In the United States and
elsewhere, the majority of sewage sludge is applied to agricultural lands as biosolids.157 Because
of this, agricultural soils are expected to be a major repository for MNPs. It has been shown that
aggregation and dissolution behavior of Ag MNPs can have important implication for
environmental fate and toxicity.47,158 Ag MNP behavior in soil has not been widely
investigated,34,53 in part due to difficulties associated with tracking MNPs in the complex soil
matrix. To our knowledge, no studies have been published that attempt to characterize Ag MNP
aggregation/dissolution behavior in soil pore water.
Changes in Ag MNP behavior due to modification by the manufacturer (e.g., surface
coating) or transformations in the environment via contact with naturally occurring minerals or
organic matter (NOM), as well as other ligands further increases difficulties associated with
assessing the risk of MNPs to human health and the environment. Differences in surface coating
alone can affect Ag MNP aggregation and dissolution behavior under differing environmental
conditions.31,41,45,47 Likewise, environmental constituents such as NOM have been shown to
promote particle stability for both MNPs and naturally occurring particles,49 in some cases by
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coating the particle surface.21,61,77,159 In wastewater treatment plants, Ag MNPs are likely
sulfidized which significantly reduces Ag solubility and mobility, resulting in decreased
toxicity.5,17,63,69,81 However, little is known of Ag MNP behavior following application of sewage
sludge to agricultural soils including the influence of sulfidation and surface coating.
The objective of this study was to determine the aggregation and dissolution behavior of
Ag MNPs soluble in soil pore water as a function of surface chemistry, sewage sludge biosolids
pre-incubation and amendment rate as well as soil aging. To observe effects of Ag MNP surface
coating and biosolids pre-incubation, we aged soils containing Ag MNPs having different surface
coatings and under controlled laboratory conditions with various incubation times between 1
week and 6 months. The Ag MNPs were introduced to the soil either directly or through
amendment of sewage sludge containing the Ag MNPs which was pre-incubated for 1 week. We
expected differences in surface coating to result in dissimilar Ag MNP behavior, with sterically
stabilized PVP Ag MNPs being more stable against aggregation than the low molecular weight
organic acid (citrate, CIT) coated particles which would be subject to removal of coating through
desorption as well as screening of surface charge by cations in soil solution. Further, we expected
sulfidation to negate the effects of manufactured coating56 within pore waters and aging to yield a
decline in pore water Ag.
To accomplish this objective we extracted pore water from soils and analyzed them using
asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation (AF4) coupled to multiple in-line detectors
(static/dynamic multi-angle laser light scattering (MALLS/DLS), ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis)
diode array (DAD), and an inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS)).
Ultrafiltration and ultracentrifugation were also used to assess the proportion of dissolved Ag in
pore waters. Knowledge of Ag MNP aggregation and dissolution behavior will be vital in
tracking Ag MNP mobility and toxicity in soils and ultimately regulating Ag MNP release
through application of sewage sludge biosolids.
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3.2 Experimental
Silver nanoparticles synthesis and characterization
Two types of Ag MNPs were used having differing surface coatings. First, 60 nm
nominal diameter polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) Ag MNPs were synthesized as previously
described.127 We also used 60 nm nominal diameter citrate (CIT) coated Ag MNPs made via
reduction of AgNO3 by boiling in sodium citrate.128 Primary particle size and shape was
examined using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using a Jeol 2010 F field emission gun
electron microscope (Tokyo, Japan). AgNO3 was used to compare the MNP treatments with
ionic Ag behavior. Size distributions were verified in triplicate for both types of Ag MNPs and
soil nanoparticles via batch dynamic light scattering (DLS) with a Malvern Zeta-Sizer Nano-ZS
(Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). Intensity weighted hydrodynamic diameters (dh) are
reported. Electrophoretic mobility was also determined at pH 6 in 18 MΩ deionized water using
phase analysis light scattering (PALS).
Soil preparation and aging
Yeager sandy loam (YSL) soil from Estill County, KY was air-dried and sieved to < 1
mm. This soil has already been thoroughly characterized with respect to pH, composition, and
cation exchange capacity (Table A-1).50 Determination of soil field capacity, outlined in the
appendix, was found to be 19% w/w. Sewage sludge biosolids (sludge) were obtained from a
municipal wastewater treatment facility (Winchester, KY). Chemical composition of the sludge
is reported in Table A-2.
Sludge was spiked with Ag MNP suspensions or AgNO3 solution to obtain a final
concentration of 200 mg Ag kg-1 solid (soil + sludge) when combined with soil. The Ag MNPs
were synthesized in the colloidal phase, so no dispersion step was necessary. Spiked sludge was
incubated for 1 week in an environmental chamber at 20° C and rewetted daily to maintain
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constant moisture content. Sludge was then combined with 10 g YSL to achieve either 1 or 3%
sludge dry mass. Soil samples without sludge were spiked directly with 200 mg Ag kg-1 soil for
each treatment. Soil mixtures were prepared in 20 mL glass scintillation vials. Blank samples
consisted of YSL at 0, 1, and 3% sludge with no Ag addition. Samples were maintained at 19%
(v/w) moisture content in an environmental chamber at 20° C in the dark for 1 week, 2 months or
6 months. Soils were rewetted as necessary every three days to maintain constant moisture
content. Three replicates were included for each Ag treatment at each time point.
Soil pore water extraction and Ag dissolution measurements
To extract soil pore water, we added a volume of 18 MΩ deionized (DI) water equivalent
to 2.5X the moisture content of the soils. The soil slurry was added to a 20 mL syringe plugged
with borosilicate glass wool pre-wetted with DI water. The syringe was suspended in a 50 mL
centrifuge tube and centrifuged 8 min (25 ºC) at 1000 rpm to allow the pore water to elute into the
centrifuge tube. We measured 73±13%, 81±10% and 68±12% recovery of PVP-Ag MNPs, CITAg MNPs and Ag ions for the pore water extraction apparatus. Pore water extracts were filtered
with 30 mm, 1.0 µm borosilicate glass fiber syringe filters (GE Osmonics, Fairfield, CT, USA)
prior to analysis. We obtained 95±2%, 107±5% and 49±2% recovery of PVP-Ag MNPs, CIT-Ag
MNPs and Ag ions after filtering. This step was required to remove particles larger than 1 µm
prior to AF4 analysis to avoid steric inversion where particles larger than 1 µm elute in the
reverse order of particles smaller than 1 µm.160 Total Ag in pore water was determined by
digesting samples in 7.5 M concentrated trace-metal grade HNO3 followed by dilution and ICPMS (Agilent Technologies 7500cx; Santa Clara, CA, USA) analysis. Total organic carbon (TOC)
and nitrogen (TN) in pore waters were determined using a FlashEA 1112 elemental analyzer
(ThermoFisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). Anion (Fl-, Cl-, NO2-, Br-, NO32-, PO4-, and
SO4-) concentrations in pore waters extracted from blank soil samples (0, 1, and 3% sludge) and
sludge were measured at experiment start and after aging using a Metrohm 792 Basic ion
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chromatograph (Herisau, Switzerland) having a MetroSep RP guard disc holder and a MetroSep
A column.

The eluent was 3.2 mmol L-1 NaCO3 and 1 mmol L-1 HCO3-. Cations (Na+, Mg2+,

Al3+, K+, Ca2+, Mn2+, Fe) were also determined via ICP-MS analysis. Pore water pH was
determined immediately after 1µm filtration.
After pore water extraction, 200 mg dried sample soil was digested in 9 mL trace-metal
grade HNO3 and 3 mL HCl using a MARS Express microwave digestion system (CEM,
Matthews, NC) according to USEPA method 3052.161 Total Ag in the digestates was determined
using ICP-MS following USEPA method 6020162 including blanks, duplicate digestions, and
standard reference materials (SRM 2711a Montana II soil and 2781 Domestic sludge, National
Institute of Standards and Technology). Recovered acid leachable Ag in the SRMs was 93± 3.2%
and 93±1.5 %, respectively (n=8). Pore waters were analyzed for dissolved Ag using 3 kDa
molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) regenerated cellulose ultrafiltration devices in addition to
ultracentrifugation at 239,311 x g for 60 min to account for Ag bound to DOM > 3 kDa that
would not have passed through the ultrafiltration membranes. Ultrafiltrates and ultrasupernatants
were acidified 0.15 M HNO3 to preserve for analysis. Recovery of Ag for ultrafiltration and
ultracentrifugation was 52 ± 1% and 79 ± 0.4% (mean ± standard deviation), respectively. Ag
concentrations were corrected for recovery in subsequent analyses.
Statistical analyses
For statistical comparison among Ag concentrations we tested homoscedasticity using the
Bartlett test and Normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Since the data were non-normally
distributed and had nonhomogeneous variance we used the Kruskal-Wallace test to determine
differences in mean Ag concentrations. Individual differences among means were determined
with the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test (p < 0.05).
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AF4-ICP-MS analysis
An asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation (AF4) system was used to separate
samples based on hydrodynamic radius (Wyatt Eclipse 3, Santa Barbara, CA, USA). All samples
were analyzed within 12 hours of extraction because extended storage at 4˚ C beyond this time
led to decreased intensity of Ag-containing particles within fractograms, likely resulting from the
aggregation of particles. Parameters used for AF4 are shown in Table A-3. The eluent from the
AF4 channel entered an on-line DAD (Agilent 1200 series) used to monitor Ag MNP absorbance
at 420nm, to MALLS/DLS detector (Wyatt DAWN HELEOS-II) which measured light scattering
intensity at 18 angles with DLS measured at 100.3º and finally to an ICP-MS system used for
element specific detection. Masses monitored on the ICP-MS included Ag (m/z =107, 109), Al
(m/z=27), Fe (m/z=56), Mn (m/z=55), and Si (m/z=28). Agilent Chemstation software was used
to collect UV-Vis data, Wyatt ASTRA version 5.3.4.11 was used to process light scattering data
and Agilent ICP-MS chromatographic software version C.01.00 was used to process elemental
distribution fractograms collected via the ICP-MS. A flow splitter diverted a portion of the
sample flow to waste to reduce the eluent flow rate to the optimal flow rate for the ICP-MS
nebulizer (0.25 ml min-1). The portion diverted to the waste was also diverted to a fraction
collector (Agilent 1200 series), with fractions collected for additional analyses including TEM.
For TEM analysis, particles from AF4 fractions were deposited onto TEM grids placed on 3 kDa
ultrafiltration membranes within centrifugal filtration devices. The devices were centrifuged
allowing the solutes to pass through the ultrafiltration membrane, while particles were deposited
onto the grid. Dried grids were analyzed by TEM and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) for elemental identification.
Validation of AF4-separations
To validate AF4 separation we analyzed bovine serum albumin (MW 66,463; 7 nm dh,
Sigma), National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) traceable polystyrene latex
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spheres (20 and 46 nm diameters, Thermo Scientific), alcohol dehydrogenase (MW 150,000; 9.2
nm diameter, Sigma), standard reference Au nanoparticles (22 nm nominal diameter,
Nanocomposix, San Diego, CA; 30 and 60 nm nominal diameters, NIST Standard Reference
Materials (SRM) 8012 and 8013) and Au particles (80 and 98 nm diameter, British Biocell
International, Cardiff, United Kingdom). Calibration curves of retention time versus diameter of
reference particles were used to determine particle size. Calibration curves are shown in Figure
A-1. These values were cross validated with values obtained using DLS/MALLS. Pore water
particle sizes were also validated using DLS/MALLS for soils not amended with sludge (Figure
A-2). Sewage sludge particles strongly absorbed at 658 nm (the wavelength of the MALLS laser)
so data from DLS/MALLS was not valid for soils amended with 1 and 3% sludge and TEM was
instead used to confirm calibrated particle sizes for samples containing sludge.
EXAFS
Following extraction of pore waters, 1 week soils treated with AgNO3, PVP-Ag MNP
and CIT-Ag MNP and soils amended with 3% sludge and treated likewise were analyzed by
Extended X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy using linear combination fits
of model compounds to determine speciation of Ag retained in the soils. Details of the EXAFS
data collection and analysis can be found in the Appendix.

3.3 Results
TEM, EXAFs and Pore Water Chemistry
Pore water chemistry and Ag speciation in soils are largely altered following the addition
of sludge to soil. Zeta potentials of PVP-Ag MNPs and CIT-Ag MNPs were -46.2±14.4mV and
-78.9±17mV (Hückel approximation), respectively. Pore waters from sludge amended soils have
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increased amounts of Na+, Ca2+, Cl-, Br-, SO42-, and most notably K+ and PO42- (Table A-4,5), in
addition to increased organic carbon concentration (Figure A-4). Aging resulted in increased
concentrations of SO42-, Mg2+, Ca2+, and Fe2+, decreased Cl- and decreased organic carbon On
average, pore waters from 0%, 1%, and 3% sludge amended soils had 2.0, 5.3 and 5.6 g L-1 total
suspended solids, respectively. The best linear combination fits (LCF) of EXAFS data suggests
that Ag speciation in AgNO3 treated soil without sludge contains Ag2S (33%), AgCl (30%), Agacetate (25%), and Ag metal (13%). The best fit for soils amended with 3% sludge treated with
AgNO3 has an increased proportion of Ag2S (52%) as well as Ag-glutathione (36%), while the
proportion of Ag metal (12%) changed little. In soils without sludge, 100% of Ag in PVP-Ag
MNP and CIT-Ag MNP remained as Ag metal, while incubation in sludge amended soil led to
significant transformations to Ag2S (70% and 78%, respectively).
Total and Dissolved Ag in Pore Waters
Total pore water Ag concentrations are expressed as the % Ag in soil present within the
pore water to account for slight differences between total Ag concentrations in soil. Aging soils
(un-amended with sludge) for 1 week resulted in pore water Ag concentrations as high as 41%
(190 mg Ag L-1) and as low as 1% (4.4 mg Ag L-1) of the total added Ag for CIT-Ag MNP and
PVP-Ag MNP treatments, respectively. Soils treated with AgNO3 and PVP-Ag MNPs had
significantly higher Ag concentrations in pore waters from sludge amended soils, compared to
non-amended soils. Addition of sludge had no impact on Ag pore water concentrations for CITAg MNP soils. In comparison to AgNO3 and PVP-Ag MNP treated soils, CIT-Ag MNP treated
soil had over 35% more pore water Ag after 1 week in non-amended soils (Figure 3-1).
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Figure 3-1. Total Ag expressed as a percentage of the soil concentration (w/w%) contained
within filtered (1.0 µm) pore water samples from soils treated with silver nitrate (AgNO3),
polyvinylpyrrolidone coated Ag nanoparticles (PVP-Ag MNP), or citrate coated Ag nanoparticles
(CIT-Ag MNP) amended with 0, 1, or 3% sludge (w/w; dry mass) and aged for 1 week, 2 or 6
months. Bars with the same letter are not significantly different among treatments (AgNO3, PVPAg MNP, CIT-Ag MNP) for a given incubation time (1 week, 2 or 6 months). All treatments
were significantly different than control samples amended with 0, 1, or 3% sludge and aged for 1
week, 2 or 6 months.
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In most cases, less Ag is observed in soil pore waters following 2 months of aging. Pore
water Ag in the AgNO3 treated, non-amended soil was comparable to the 1% sludge treatment,
although both had significantly less Ag than the 3% sludge treatment. Non-amended and 1%
sludge soils treated with AgNO3 had significantly less pore water Ag than all other soils with the
exception of non-amended PVP-Ag MNP treated soil which displayed a wide range of variability
among replicates. Contrary to other Ag treatments, non-amended PVP-Ag MNP treated soil had
higher pore water Ag concentrations after 2 months of aging than observed after 1 week. In
addition, after aging 2 months, sludge had no effect on PVP-Ag MNP Ag pore water
concentrations. Pore water Ag for CIT-Ag MNP treatments decreased from 1 week to 2 months
of aging, but there was still no effect due to sludge amendment.
Ag was still present in all soil pore waters following 6 months of aging. However, less
than 2% Ag was recovered in pore waters from non-amended AgNO3 treated soils and all Ag
treatments amended with sludge. Significantly more Ag partitioned to pore waters in nonamended Ag MNP treatments; approximately 9.9% and 7.1% total Ag were measured for PVPAg MNP and CIT-Ag MNP treatments. Unlike AgNO3 and CIT-Ag MNP treated soils, pore
water Ag concentrations increased with aging for non-amended PVP-Ag MNP soil.
The proportion of total pore water Ag that was dissolved was determined by
ultrafiltration and ultracentrifugation. Dissolved species bound to NOM larger than 3 kDa but
less than 7-10 nm (equivalent to about 100 kDa)163 may be retained in the filtrate during
ultrafiltration, but remain in the supernatant following ultracentrifugation.47,143 The Ag
concentration is typically greater in the ultrasupernatant than the ultrafiltrate for all samples
(Figure 3-2). One exception to this is the non-amended AgNO3 treated soils aged for 1 week and
2 months. All of the Ag in pore water from AgNO3 treated soils is accounted for in the dissolved
form (< 3 kDa; 0.9 nm) from both ultrafiltrates and ultrasupernatants. Following 6 months only
15% and 21% total pore water Ag is accounted for in the ultrafiltrate and ultrasupernatant of the
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non-amended AgNO3 treated soil. In AgNO3 soils amended with sludge, dissolved Ag accounts
for an increased proportion of the total pore water Ag with increased aging time. For the 1% and
3% sludge amended soils approximately 6% and 1% dissolved Ag present after 1 week increased
to 45% and 30% total Ag after 6 months. Since less than 4% dissolved Ag is accounted for in the
ultrafiltrate for all sludge amended AgNO3 treatments, most dissolved Ag is likely bound to
NOM or colloids that have a dh between 1 nm and 10 nm.

Figure 3-2. Dissolved Ag in filtered (1.0 µm) pore water samples from soil treated with silver
nitrate (AgNO3), polyvinylpyrrolidone coated Ag nanoparticles (PVP-Ag MNP), or citrate coated
Ag nanoparticles (CIT-Ag MNP) amended with 0, 1, or 3% sludge (w/w; dry mass) and aged for
1 week, 2 or 6 months following ultracentrifugation (ultrasupernatant) or ultrafiltration
(ultrafiltrate). Bars with the same letter are not significantly different among treatments (AgNO3,
PVP-Ag MNP, CIT-Ag MNP) for a given incubation time (1 week, 2 or 6 months).
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The proportion of dissolved Ag in soil pore waters was similar for both Ag MNP
treatments with aging. At 1 week there was 40 % more dissolved Ag in non-amended PVP-Ag
MNP treated soil than CIT-Ag MNP; however there was no statistically significant difference due
to variation among PVP-Ag MNP soil replicates. Less than 3% of pore water Ag was accounted
for in ultrasupernatants from sludge amended Ag MNP soils at 1 week. Following 6 months
aging, dissolved Ag in ultrasupernatants of Ag MNP pore waters is comparable to AgNO3
treatments (on average, approximately 28% of total Ag in pore water).
AF4 Multidetection Analysis
The size distribution and quantity of Ag containing particles from AgNO3 treated soils
was altered with addition of sewage sludge. In pore water from the non-amended AgNO3 treated
soil, Ag is only observed in fractograms at the first time point (1 week; Figure 3-3). The average
dh is approximately 250 nm. Following aging, Ag is absent from fractograms and is likely
immobilized due to binding to the soil solids. It is important to note that any Ag complexes < 5
kDa (~ 1 nm) would permeate the AF4 membrane and would not appear in the fractograms.143
Measurements of total and dissolved Ag account for such losses. Addition of sludge to AgNO3
treated soils decreased the average particle size to < 90 nm. In several fractograms, what appears
to be tailing of the void peak at 15 nm is likely Ag bound to NOM (~ 5 nm), which can be
resolved from the void peak at a higher crossflow (Figure A-5). With the addition of sludge Ag
appears in this portion of the fractogram even after aging soils for 2 months.
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Figure 3-3. Asymmetrical flow field-flow fractograms using ICP-MS detection of Ag (m/z=
107) for pore waters extracted from polyvinlylpyrrolidone coated Ag nanoparticles (PVP-Ag
MNP; A-C), citrate coated Ag nanoparticles (CIT-Ag MNP; D-F) or silver nitrate (AgNO3; G-I)
treated soils amended with 0% (A, D, G), 1% (B, E, H), or 3% (C, F, I) sludge (w/w; dry mass)
and aged for 1 week, 2 or 6 months. The y-axis displays the normalized Ag intensity. The x-axis
displays calibrated hydrodynamic diameters.

Soils treated with PVP-Ag MNP typically had more Ag containing particles in soil pore
water than AgNO3 treatments. After 1 week, pore water Ag from non-amended PVP-Ag MNP
treated soil was present in only small quantities, yet with aging a larger peak (2 months) or peaks
(6 months) were observed (Figure 3-3). As observed for AgNO3, the size distribution of Al and
Si containing particles, which may be alluminosilicate clay particles, was slightly different than
the trace for Ag (Figure 3-4). Particles containing Ag recovered in sludge amended PVP-Ag
MNP soils exhibit size distributions that were slightly larger than the particles observed in the
AgNO3 sludge treatments at 1 week. Peak intensities decrease with aging, but Ag containing
particles are still present in sludge amended PVP-Ag MNP soils after 6 months. Average Ag
containing particle sizes are approximately 75 nm and 55 nm for 1% and 3% sludge PVP-Ag
MNP soils at 6 months.
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Figure 3-4. Representative asymmetrical flow field-flow fractogram using ICP-MS detection of
Al (m/z = 27), Si (m/z = 28) and Ag (m/z = 107) for pore water extracted from soil amended with
3% sludge containing PVP-Ag MNP (w/w; dry mass). The y-axis displays the relative peak
intensities because concentrations of Al and Si in soil pore waters were exponentially higher than
Ag concentrations. The x-axis displays calibrated hydrodynamic diameter determined from
reference particles.

Fractograms for non-amended CIT-Ag MNP treated soils display Ag containing peaks
comparable in size to the original particles (80 nm). Such particles were extractable even after
aging soils for 6 months. Addition of sludge decreased the average Ag containing particle size
distribution to < 80 nm, comparable to the AgNO3 and PVP-Ag MNP treatments with sludge.
While the 1% sludge CIT-Ag MNP treatment had a wider size distribution than the other
treatments, almost all Ag MNP treatments display more intense peaks than observed for AgNO3.
At 6 months of aging, Ag appeared to be absent in pore waters extracted from CIT-Ag MNP soils
with sludge.
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Validity of AF4 Separation
Retention time of standard reference materials using UV absorbance and light scattering
data validated our calibration curve. Calculated sizes closely corresponded to nominal particle
sizes. Average Ag recovery was 100 ± 8% for samples at all time points. Fractograms from
replicate microcosms slightly varied in intensity; representative samples are shown in Figure 3-3
and individual replicates are available in the Appendix (Figure A-7). Data from Fe and Mn are
not shown due to low intensity, although size distributions generally followed those seen for Al
and Si. In addition, light scattering data from MALLS indicated that particle sizes were similar to
calibrated particle sizes (Figure A-2), although some differences were observed. Further
validation of AF4 separation was provided through TEM analysis of collected fractions as
described below.
TEM
The primary particle size of PVP and CIT-Ag MNPs determined by TEM were 53±1 and
84±24 for PVP-Ag MNPs and CIT-Ag MNPs, respectively (Figure A-8). TEM was also used to
validate AF4 particle size distributions and characterize Ag containing particles in 1 week
treatments for select soil-sludge samples. Intact Ag MNPs similar in size to the original particles
are verified in pore water extracted from non-amended CIT-Ag MNP treated soil in AF4 fractions
that corresponded to the pristine primary particle size (Figure 3-5). EDS analysis confirmed the
composition of these particles as primarily containing Ag with some traces of S (Figure A-10).
No Ag nanoparticles are observed via TEM in pore water from non-amended PVP-Ag MNP soil
from the size fraction that corresponded to the original particle size; however, actual
concentrations are very low. In both PVP-Ag MNP and CIT-Ag MNP soils amended with 3%
sludge, a collection of smaller Ag nanoparticles were observed with sizes corresponding to
calibrated sizes from AF4. These were confirmed with EDS to contain Cl and in some cases S
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(Figure A-10), although some particles appeared to be unaltered judging from the electron
density and morphology of the particles.

Figure 3-5. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images confirming the presence of Ag
nanoparticles in pore waters extracted after 1 week from non-amended CIT-Ag MNP treated soil
(a-c), 3% sludge (w/w; dry mass) CIT-Ag MNP treated soil (d-f) and 3% sludge amended PVPAg MNP treated soil (g-i). Accompanying energy dispersive spectra (EDS) can be found in the
Appendix (Figure A-10).

3.4 Discussion
Surface coating was demonstrated to influence Ag MNP stability in pore water extracted
from non-amended soil for up to six months. Relatively high concentrations of intact CIT-Ag
MNPs are observed in pore water while PVP-Ag MNPs were absent and likely bound to solid
phases in the soil. This finding is in agreement with another study which observed PVP-Ag
MNPs to have a high affinity for soil solids in a sandy loam soil.164 Other work has predicted that
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PVP-Ag MNPs would be among the most mobile Ag MNP under environmental conditions
compared to several other capped Ag MNPs, including CIT-coated.31,43 However, our results
suggest that after 1 week electrostatically stabilized CIT-Ag MNPs were more stable in soil pore
water than sterically stabilized PVP-Ag MNPs. It is likely that the uncharged PVP coating has a
relatively high affinity for the soil solid phases, while the CIT coating, possessing a net negative
charge would repel soil surfaces. It is also possible that CIT, having a lower molecular weight,
more readily exchanges with dissolved organic matter (DOM) than the high molecular weight
PVP. Previous studies have shown DOM to have a stabilizing effect on Ag MNPs.47,49
Pre-incubation of Ag with sludge and subsequent amendment to soils had a large effect
on the ensuing behavior of Ag and seemed to negate the effect of initial Ag MNP coating.
Surface coating had little effect on Ag MNP aggregation state in pore waters in soils amended
with Ag containing sludge, as evidenced by similarity of the fractograms for CIT-Ag MNPs and
PVP-Ag MNPs. Comparatively, non-amended soils had higher pore water Ag concentrations at
six months for Ag MNP treatments compared to AgNO3, likely as a result of increased stability of
Ag MNPs compared to Ag ions which had a strong affinity for the immobile soil solids.
Application of Ag to soil through sludge resulted in similar total Ag pore water concentrations in
all treatments, likely due to extensive sulfidation of the particles. While Ag speciation in YSL
soil was found to be 100% Ag (0) for both Ag MNP treatments, introduction of Ag MNP to
sludge transformed the particles resulting in extensive sulfidation. Results from EXAFS LCF are
in agreement with previous studies showing sulfidation of Ag MNP as a major environmental
transformation.56,63,165 Levard et al. observed that the PVP surface coating did not inhibit
sulfidation or subsequent aggregation.56 Comparable results among PVP and CIT-Ag MNPs
suggest that the CIT coating also does not inhibit sulfidation. A small fraction of Ag (0) was
observed in sludge treatments for both AgNO3 and Ag MNPs. It is possible that this is the result
of formation of a core-shell Ag(0)-Ag2S structure as previously described.56 Conversely, one
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study observed ionic Ag reduced to Ag(0) as a major pathway for the removal of free Ag+ ions
from solution when exposed to an anaerobic soil with organic matter.166
Interestingly, the proportion of dissolved Ag in pore water based on ultracentrifugation
increased with aging for all sludge amended soils, despite this sulfidation. This was not apparent
in ultra-filtered samples, suggesting that Ag in sludge amended soils is exchangeable with organic
molecules that have between 1 nm and 10 nm dh. This fraction is observed eluting near the void
volume in the AF4-ICP-MS fractograms and may potentially be separated from the void at higher
cross-flows (Figure A-5). This has extremely important implications because it suggests that
ionic Ag, which has the potential to cause toxicity, is present within the pore water of sludge
amended soils, despite extensive sulfidation and aging for 6 months. We postulate that this is due
to exchange of Ag between Ag2S and sulfhydryls on macromolecules originating from the sludge.
Increases in the concentration of SO3- over time indicated that oxidizing conditions may have
existed in the soils during aging, perhaps facilitating this process. These sulfhydryl bound Ag
moieties would not be observed in the EXAFS since the fraction is less than 5% of the total Ag.
In soils amended with sludge containing Ag MNPs at 1 week, a sharp, tailing, Ag peak
appeared in the fractograms with a peak particle size around 35 nm. Analysis of fractions
collected from this peak by TEM confirmed the presence of Ag rich particles in the Ag MNP
treatments. Some of the particles appeared intact while others appeared to have been partially
converted to Ag2S or AgCl. We propose three possibilities to explain this observation: (1) a
smaller sub-population of particles is preferentially dispersed, (2) some of the observed particles
have been precipitated from the release of dissolved Ag from oxidative dissolution, and/or (3)
some of the particles that appear untransformed have actually been weathered to a smaller size
through dissolution processes. At week one, we also observed Ag within a similar size range in
the AgNO3 treatment when sludge was added. These could have also been precipitated Ag2S
particles. The similarity in size between these particles and the particles in the Ag MNP
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treatments suggests that they originate from dissolution of the Ag MNPs and subsequent reprecipitation of Ag2S and AgCl. We observed more of these particles in the Ag MNP treatments
than the AgNO3, although the particles diminished with aging time in all treatments. After six
months of aging, few particles were observed in pore waters from any sludge amended soil,
regardless of Ag form.
This study suggests that surface coating dictates Ag MNP mobility when directly exposed
to soil, but initial Ag MNP coating has less relevance on aging or when added via sewage sludge
amendment. Non-amended soil treated with CIT-Ag MNPs has ten-fold more Ag in soil pore
water after 1 week than soil treated directly with PVP-Ag MNP or AgNO3. In sludge amended
soils, similar pore water Ag concentrations and size distributions of Ag containing particles are
observed for both Ag MNP and AgNO3 treatments; although fractograms revealed more Ag in the
colloidal phase for Ag MNP treatments. In all sludge amended soils, regardless of Ag sulfidation,
a steady release of Ag was observed up to 6 months of aging.
We believe this to be the first report examining Ag MNP dissolution and aggregation
behavior in soils amended with sewage sludge pretreated with Ag MNPs. Using AF4-ICP-MS
combined with TEM and EDS analyses we have characterized Ag particles in pore waters
extracted from sludge amended soils. Although total Ag concentrations used in this work exceed
projected concentrations of Ag MNPs in sewage sludge amended soils, they are similar to the
upper 99th percentile of Ag observed in a survey of sewage sludge in the United States.6 It
appears that despite extensive sulfidation of the particles, slow dissolution and release of Ag ions
is expected to occur and this has the potential to cause toxicity.
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Chapter 4: Summary and Conclusions
The use of nanomaterials in consumer products continues to increase 1 without much
knowledge of the potential effects nanomaterials could have on environmental or human health.
There is increased concern over the effects nanomaterials, like manufactured silver nanoparticles
(Ag-MNPs) will have as a result of already observed product leaching and/or disposal.13,14,15 A
large portion of Ag MNPs are likely to end up in the sewage sludge during wastewater
treatment,17 where they are largely sulfidized.63 As a result of sewage sludge biosolids
application, soils have the potential to accumulate Ag MNPs.7,117 The toxicity of Ag will depend
on particle size and speciation, but there are currently no reliable techniques for monitoring the in
situ characterization of Ag MNPs.89 For this reason, asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation
(AF4) was coupled to an ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis), light scattering and inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) detector and has been employed for the characterization of
Ag MNP aggregation state within soil pore waters.
The aim of this research was to develop a reliable method for extracting soil pore water
and characterizing Ag MNP behavior within pore water. To observe this we set up soils with
varying levels of sewage sludge biosolids addition, spiked with differently coated Ag MNPs or
ionic Ag, and aged 1 week, 2 or 6 months. We hypothesized that increased sewage sludge would
increase Ag MNP partitioning to the pore water, that Ag MNP surface charge would affect the
aggregation stability of Ag MNPs in pore water, and that decreased concentrations of Ag would
be observed in pore waters with aging.
Past studies have used AF4 for a variety of sample types,47,115,120,123 but it has not yet been
applied for the separation and characterization of Ag MNPs within soil pore waters. The nature
of AF4, including minimal sample pretreatment, the lack of a stationary phase (as observed in
chromatography techniques), and wide range of size detection make it ideal for characterizing soil
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pore water.8,107 However, the separation parameters used for AF4 are very sample specific and
must be used in accordance with sample type.107,120 To accomplish our objective, Ag MNPs and
soil colloids were separately investigated under varying AF4 parameters including injection
volume, carrier solution composition and crossflow setting. We determined AF4 parameters
which yielded good quality size characterization, separation, sample recovery and repeatability of
mixed samples containing Ag MNPs and environmental colloids. The methods that we
developed will be invaluable for future studies of the fate of Ag MNPs in soils.
The established AF4 method was then applied to soils containing varying levels of
sewage sludge biosolids, differently coated Ag MNPs or ionic Ag and aged for different periods.
Surface charge of Ag MNPs strongly affected Ag MNP partitioning to soil pore waters after 1
week in the absence of sewage sludge. Addition of sewage sludge, however, resulted in minimal
differences among Ag treatments in terms of dissolved Ag species and in general resulted in
increased pore water Ag concentrations at 1 week. All treatments resulted in decreased pore
water Ag with aging, although with aging there was also an increased proportion of dissolved Ag
in sewage sludge amended soil pore water. These results suggest that a portion of Ag MNPs in
sewage sludge applied to soil will partition to the soil pore water following application, but Ag
MNP stability in pore water decreases with aging. On the other hand, even though there is
extensive sulfidation of the particles, it appears that there is a slow release of dissolved Ag
species, which could potentially cause toxicity, over time. Size characterization of Ag containing
particles in soil pore water resulted in some differences between AgNO3 and Ag MNP treatments.
Most noticeably, after 6 months, soils without sludge had significantly more Ag in the soil pore
water when treated with Ag MNPs compared to AgNO3. While the addition of sludge decreased
the size distribution of Ag containing particles in both treatments, more Ag was observed in the
colloidal phase for Ag MNP treatments.
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This work has been novel in the application of AF4 to the detection and characterization
of Ag MNPs in soil pore water. In the absence of reliable in situ techniques for characterizing
MNPs in soil, AF4-ICP-MS will be an asset for investigating this behavior. In this study, Ag
MNPs had the highest concentrations in pore water from sludge amended soils after 1 week of
aging, suggesting that Ag MNP mobility and transport within a soil may be greatest within the
first week following sewage sludge biosolids application to soil. Regardless of the apparent
sulfidation of Ag MNPs in soil, Ag was measured in pore water after aging 6 months, suggesting
that the soil-sludge environment could influence the dissolution of immobilized Ag species within
soil and potentially increase the potential for toxicity.
The results from this study pave the way for more like it, addressing other types of
MNPs, as well as illustrate Ag MNP transformations in soil which will be important for
ultimately determining toxicity. This technique and the discussed AF4 parameters are applicable
to other relevant MNPs, but some method development may be necessary to ensure repeatability,
recovery and good size characterization. Variations in AF4 crossflow rate will be necessary for
separating particles smaller than 10 nm and it may also be beneficial to investigate alternative
methods for extracting soil pore water to minimize the loss of dissolved metal ions. Future
studies should also investigate MNP behavior in other soil types, including the long-term role soil
type could have on MNP availability in soil pore water. Aging experiments could be used to
approximate the time for Ag MNPs to reach a semblance of steady state in soil. Likewise, aging
Ag MNPs in soil generally decreased observed concentrations, but did not alter the size
distributions of Ag containing particles in the pore water. Aging MNPs for extended periods in a
particular medium (e.g., soil, sewage sludge) and then monitoring organism toxicity over time
could provide data on potential effects of persistent MNPs within that medium. Since aging and
organic matter (sewage sludge) content were both observed to affect Ag MNP aggregation state
in soil, it will be important to address the toxicity of the observed Ag sized particles and species.
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Appendix A
Table A-1. Analysis of Yeager Sandy Loam (table adopted from Shoults-Wilson et al.).50
Property
pH (in H20)
Cation exchange capacity, cmol kg-1
Total
K
Ca
Mg
Na
Composition, %
Sand
Silt
Clay
Organic Matter

Yeager Sandy Loam
5.17
9.18
0.11
0.91
0.27
0.05
76.34
16.53
7.13
1.77

Yeager Sandy Loam Field Capacity
Soil field capacity (FC) was determined with a pressure plate apparatus, keeping saturated soil at
a specific pressure (-0.33 bar) until no water release from the pressure plate was observed. Water
content (19% w/w) was then determined gravimetrically after drying at 105°C for 24 hours.
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Table A-2. Chemical composition of the sewage sludge biosolids collected from a wastewater
treatment plant in Winchester, KY.
Analysis
Solids, Total for dry weight
Solids, Volatile
Calcium Carbonate

Dry weight %
35.7
19
79
Dry weight (mg kg-1)
12
1500
1900
31000
8800
12
0.36
330000
5.7
98
4.1
< 0.14
3.8
8.7
7200
< 3.4
1.7
110

Nitrogen, nitrate
Nitrogen, ammonia
Ammonium
Nitrogen, total
Phosphorus
Arsenic
Cadmium
Calcium
Chromium
Copper
Lead
Mercury
Molybdenum
Nickel
Potassium
Selenium
Silver
Zinc

Table A-3. AF4 operating conditions used for the analysis of soil pore water.
Membrane

5kDa regenerated cellulose

Spacer (µm)

350

Channel flow rate (mL min -1)

1.0

Cross flow rate (mL min -1)

Gradient of 1.5 – 0.3 (10 min), 0.3- 0.03 (15-45 min)

Injection volume (µl)

15

UV wavelength (nm)

420,

Carrier solution

0.05% FL-70

Approximate fractogram time (min)

60
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Figure A-1. AF4 calibration curve with size standards for (a) up to 15 minutes and (b) 15-45 min
of the calibration curve.
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Figure A-2. To validate calibrated particle size, DLS/MALLS was used to determine the root
mean square (rms), hydrodynamic (Rh) and geometric radii of particles in soil pore waters.
These analyses was only used for pore water samples from non-amended soils because sludge
was observed to strongly absorb at 658 nm. Representative samples are shown for the nonamended (a) PVP-Ag MNP, (b) CIT-Ag MNP, and (c) AgNO3 treatments.
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EXAFS Analysis
Silver K-edge EXAFS spectra were collected at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource
(SSRL) on beamline 4-1. A N2-cooled Si(220) (Φ = 90) double crystal monochromator was used
and detuned by 20% for harmonic rejection. Energy calibration was monitored with a Ag metal
foil placed after the I1 transmitted beam detector. The samples were run in fluorescence mode
using a 13-elements Ge detector in a N2-cooled cryostat to reduce potential beam damage and
noise due to thermal motion. EXAFS spectra of the following reference compounds were also
collected in transmission mode under liquid N2-cooled cryostat: AgNPs, AgCl, AgNO3, Ag2S,
Ag2SO4, Ag-Acetate, Ag2O, Ag3PO4, Ag2CO3 and Ag-glutathione (Ag-GSH) as a simple proxy
for Ag bound to thiol-containing organics. Model compounds were diluted with glucose powder
to achieve an optimized edge step of 1. Linear combination fitting (LCF) of the EXAFS data was
performed using the SIXPack interface to the IFEFFIT XAFS analysis package.
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Figure A-3. Linear combination fitting of the EXAFS data measured from soils following the
extraction of pore water. Representative samples are shown from soils amended with no sewage
sludge (0%) or 3% sewage sludge (w/w%) and treated with PVP or citrate coated Ag MNPs or
silver nitrate (AgNO3).
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Table A-4. Ion chromatography analysis of the concentration (mg L-1) of anions extractable after
(1) 24 hours and (2) 3 months from 10 g of Yeager Sandy loam (YSL) soil, YSL amended with
sludge (1% sludge or 3% sludge) or (24 hours only) an amount of sludge equivalent to the
amount added to the 3% sludge microcosm. (mean ± standard deviation, n=16)
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Table A-5. ICP-MS analysis of the concentration (mg L-1) of cations extractable after (1) 24
hours and (2) 3 months from 10 g of Yeager Sandy loam (YSL) soil, YSL amended with sludge
(1% sludge or 3% sludge) or (24 hours only) an amount of sludge equivalent to the amount added
to the 3% sludge microcosm. (mean ± standard deviation, n=16)
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Figure A-4. Total organic carbon (TOC) and nitrogen (TN) analysis of pore waters extracted
from polyvinylpyrrolidone coated Ag MNPs (PVP-Ag MNP), citrate coated Ag MNPs (CIT-Ag
MNP), silver nitrate (AgNO3), or control soil microcosms amended with 0, 1 or 3 % sewage
sludge biosolids and aged for 1 week, 2 months or 6 months.
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Figure A-5. AF4-ICP-MS fractogram showing resolution of the void peak and sample peak,
most likely Ag bound to natural organic matter. The black, green, yellow, and magenta traces
represent four tested constant crossflow rates of 1, 2, 3, and 4 ml min-1 for pore water extracted
from 3% sludge soil treated with citrate coated (CIT) Ag MNPs and aged 1 week. The asterisk
indicates the sample peak with the lowest crossflow rate (1ml min-1) that does not provide
resolution of the smaller (1-10nm) peak and the arrow indicates the specific site of separation.
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Figure A-6. AF4-ICP-MS representative fractogram showing the shift in Al (m/z=27) and Si
(m/z= 28) size distribution in pore water with the addition of sewage sludge biosolids to soil.
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Figure A-7. AF4-ICP-MS fractogram using ICP-MS detection of Ag (m/z= 107) showing
consecutive injections of 0, 1, and 3% sludge amended soil treated with (a-c) PVP-Ag MNPs ,
(d-f) CIT-Ag MNPs or (g-i) AgNO3.
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Figure A-8. TEM images of original (a-c) CIT-Ag MNP and (d-f) PVP-Ag MNP particle size
distributions.

Figure A-9. Overlaying histograms showing size distributions of original (1-4) CIT-Ag MNP
and (5-7) PVP-Ag MNP particle size distributions, based on TEM imaging.
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Figure A-10. Images taken from transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and the corresponding
energy dispersive spectra (EDS) shown for representative particles imaged in pore water collected
from (a-c) non-amended CIT-Ag MNP treated soil and 3% sludge amended soil treated with (d-f)
CIT-Ag MNPs or (g-i) PVP-Ag MNPs.
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Figure A-11. Representative TEM images capturing several smaller, Ag-rich particles from pore
waters extracted from soil amended with 3% sewage sludge and treated with (1) CIT-Ag MNPs
and (2) PVP-Ag MNPs.
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